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Abstract: 
 
 
 
 
This thesis consists of a confessional narrative, What My Mother Doesn’t Know, 
and an accompanying exegesis, And Why I Should (Maybe) Tell Her. The creative 
piece employs the confessional mode as a subversive device in three separate 
narratives, each of which situates the bed as a site of resistance. The exegesis 
investigates how this self-disclosure in a domestic space flouts the governing rules 
of self-representation, specifically: telling the truth, respecting privacy and 
displaying normalcy. 
 
The female confession, I argue, creates an alternative space in women’s 
autobiography where notions of truth-telling can be undermined, the political 
dimensions of personal experience can be uncovered and the discourse of 
normality can be negotiated. In particular, women’s confessions told in, on or 
about the bed, dismantle the genre’s illusion of self and confirm the representative 
aspects of women’s experience.   
 
Framed within these parameters of power and powerlessness, the exegesis includes 
textual analyses of Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper (1892), 
Tracey Emin’s My Bed (1999) and Lauren Slater’s Lying (2000), each of which 
exposes in a bedroom space, the author’s most obscure, intimate and traumatic 
experiences. Situated firmly within and against the genre’s traditional masculine 
domain, the exegesis also includes mediations on the creative work that validate 
the bed as my fabric for confession. 
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Statement of Originality: 
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An Apology: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEAR READER, 
 
I APOLOGISE for not being at peace with myself or the 
world, and for writing on this idle Tuesday about me, and my 
selves, and the little parts of us. Whatever you think of me 
after, I tried to tell you before. I wrote some notes in silence 
and practised aloud to the sound of things beating. But 
something happened. As I spoke, the music slowed. The notes 
became muddled. I lost the composition. Next, I tried to write 
my secrets on your back, so you would carry them always, so 
at night they followed you and not me. But your skin was 
slippery and the words fell off. I tried to hide my stories 
somewhere you couldn’t find them, or correct them, or spill 
coffee on them, or forward them to your friends. But you 
always mess everything and these are my words to spill. Paper 
was my final instrument of choice. It didn’t object or hide, or 
refuse to sit still. If my voice trembles however, you won’t 
hear it. If my hand shakes, you won’t see it. If I press 
backspace, you will never know the shape of the letters as 
they peel back, or the blankness, or the words of my first 
story. 
 
This is my chance to separate the shape from the 
shapeless. This is my smooth arrival from the past and my 
long journey back again. This is my return from the river of 
forgetfulness, with the lies I weeded out, and the roots I 
found, and the other missing pieces. This is my awakening 
from sleep-walk, the letter I never sent, a P.S. I almost forgot 
to mention. Now everything must be told. The secrets we 
misspelt, and folded in half, and passed to each other in class,  
the ones we whispered in corridors and passed through cupped 
hands. I have to tell you now before I forget I was lying. We 
have to tell them now because we did not lie alone. This is the 
truth withheld from me that I can no longer withhold from 
you. This is the alarm bell ringing. The closed door opening. 
This is a space for unknowing. 
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What My Mother 
Doesn’t Know 
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My mother doesn’t know I watch her.  
 
All the time. 
 
Once, when I was small enough to squeeze between the fence, when I still wore a 
uniform that showed my sameness, my mother kneeled in the kitchen, a cook book 
beside her, a red scarf around her head, pulling out of the oven, bravely, with her 
own hands, the roast chicken she cooked for dinner. She had already rinsed the 
pumpkin, and peeled the carrots, and lined the potatoes side by side.   
 
I sat, legs crossed, on the middle of the floor, with scabby knees and scribble on 
my hands, and a long list of questions.  
 
I remember the scene clearly because it was jumbled and inside out, and did not 
make sense to me at the time. The coffee pot was empty but the sink was 
sparkling. There was no trace of sugar or spilt milk. My mother, though she drank 
only one or two cups a day, was always in a hurry and rarely had the care or worry 
to pour slowly. For the first time, she looked, amid the sparks and scraps of the 
kitchen, like a small girl at the markets: distracted by odd shapes and sounds and 
lost amongst the fruit and exotic spices.  
 
On her usual journey between fridge and bench, she stopped occasionally to adjust 
her dress or rub her feet, and arrange the sea of silver cutlery. At the stove, she 
stirred the gravy in big circles and with one hand on hip, felt the bone she had 
broken once and the things it carried since: the babies, the washing. 
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She removed the onions from their fish-net wrapping and peeled them, very 
carefully, into long winding pieces. The scraps unwound off the cutting board like 
snail shells and fell into my lap. My mother held out her hand and I returned the 
skin obediently. It was hers, after all. 
 
When her eyes began to water, I offered her my sleeve, the tea-towel, a piece of 
bread. She smiled and shook her head.  
 
I told her about my day.  
 
I told her I was fifteen minutes late to school because petrol was cheap – only 
sixty-five cents – so dad stopped to ‘fill the beast’ and pump the tires, and buy a 
newspaper. Afterward, we got Maccas and every light on the way.  
 
I told her when I arrived at class I had to tip-toe in, because Dean Jackson was 
standing up the front with his eyes closed and hands pressed together. He was 
praying for the second time this week, for the safe return of Fat Chuck, the spotted 
gecko he found in a paper cup at Coles. Apparently, Dean’s brother had kidnapped 
Fat Chuck near the Big Pineapple and thrown him out the window on the way 
home, somewhere between the Caboolture and Beerwah exits. When Dean 
finished praying, Chris Talbot said there was fat chance he was going to see it 
again, and Mrs Begg covered her face with the prayer book because she couldn’t 
stop laughing. 
 
I told my mother we marked our spelling tests next and I got thirty-seven out of 
forty. And even though I misspelt the same words as last week (possem, judgemint 
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and Whensday) I had actually improved because this time I didn’t copy off Emma 
Casey or Cris Biasin.  
 
I told her we played soccer at morning tea and I beat all the boys, even the ones 
who play for club and especially the ones who wear their pants back to front.  
 
I told her the girls sat behind the tennis courts, playing house and match-maker, 
and the usual clapping games. When their voices became croaky and their hands as 
red as crayon, they made a list of ‘suspex’ who were near Carly’s birthday cake 
when the lolly bags went missing. When the bell rang and we scrambled into line, 
Patrice handed the note to Emily, who passed it to Hayley, who gave it to me. My 
name was at the top, next to the number one. I told Carly she should go back to 
first grade because she was a crap speller and then I said, why would I steal your 
lollies anyway, when everyone knows your mum buys Home Brand?  
 
My mother dropped the knife when I said that and it nearly sliced her toes.  
 
She never bought Home Brand.  
 
I told my mother we played catch and kiss at big lunch and Mr Ryan caught 
Lauren Hunt and Luke McGrath kissing behind the gum trees, and yes, I knew for 
sure it was a real kiss because Renee and I were sitting on top of the monkey bars, 
and when you sit on the top of the monkey bars you can see everything, even out 
of bounds. 
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I told my mother our under the sea painting won first prize in the Grade Three art 
competition but while I was sweeping the port racks, Miss Row threw my picture 
at Mrs Begg and she said in a mean voice, this is certainly not the work of a nine 
year old. When I walked across the stage at assembly everyone clapped.  
 
Except Miss Row. 
 
I told my mother yellow won the swimming carnival (again) and Kathryn Johnson 
was named age champion, even though (1) I beat her in every stroke except 
butterfly and (2) everyone knew her mother was sitting at the points table where 
you take your paddle pop stick and get your ribbon.  
 
I told my mother not to make any more ham and cheese sandwiches, because ham 
and cheese was Kathryn Johnson’s favourite, and as far as I was concerned we 
were never trading again. 
 
I told my mother about myself and the things that happened to me.  
 
I told her everything and I was going to tell her more when she scraped the onion 
skins into the bin and turned to me.  
 
‘Start again,’ she said, ‘and this time tell the truth.’  
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And Why I Should 
(Maybe) Tell Her 
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‘Only a Woman’: The Apology as Preface 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
In the nineteenth century, when female travel narratives of adventure and 
discovery were still read as ‘excursions,’ rather than expeditions,’ (Jenkins 2004, 
17) it was common for women writers to preface their work with an apology or 
admission of guilt; a type of disclaimer or justification that excused the author ‘for 
engaging in such inappropriate activity’ and ‘bothering the reader with their trivial 
endeavours’ (Siegel 2004, 3). ‘I am only a woman’ Mary Kingsley wrote in private 
correspondence with the Colonial Secretary, ‘and we ladies – though great on 
details and concrete conceptions – are never capable of feeling devotion to things I 
know well enough are really greater, namely abstract things’ (Kingsley in Blunt 
1994, 1).  
 
A woman of shifting and often conflicting identities; ‘dutiful Victorian 
daughter, fearless explorer of the African hinterland, vivid travel writer’ (Callaway 
1993, 534), Kingsley often explored and even exploited the private and public 
self-images her critics would later use ‘to either defend or destroy her’ (Birkett 
1992, xxiii). Whether one reads her, however, as an ‘exemplary feminist heroine’ 
Dear husbands, fathers, forefathers, 
this is my apologia, my 
letter home from the future,  
my bottle in the sea which might 
take a generation to arrive. 
 
 
—Letter From a Far Country 
 
(Clarke 1982, 7) 
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(Callaway 1993, 534) or a servant of quiet domesticity, Kingsley wrote 
confessionally and persuasively at a time when women were still searching for 
voice and ‘the elementary conditions in which to express themselves’ (Flint 1963, 
95). ‘I make the confession humbly,’ she wrote, ‘quite as I would make the 
confession of being deaf or blind, I know nothing of love. I have never been in 
love, nor has anyone ever been in love with me. It is an imperfection, no doubt’ 
(Kingsley in Gwynn and Rattray 1932, 358).  
 
In light of modern fascinations with the personal and intimate and given 
feminism’s desire to uncover the political dimensions of personal experience, it 
seems Kingsley, as she herself was so convinced, ‘somehow strayed out of the 
eighteenth century into modern life’ (ibid., 356). As Michel Foucault, in The 
History of Sexuality (1990) explains, Western society emerged from the Middle 
Ages as ‘a singularly confessing society’ (1990, 59); one that admires ‘frankness 
and disarming honesty’ (Fanthome 2006, 36) and continues to ‘embrace, and find 
new ways of addressing, the difficulty and slipperiness’ of the confessional form 
(Gill 2006, 1). For a people ‘unfinished and full of jumble and blankness’ 
(Murdoch 1970, 97), it is no doubt the ‘uncertainty and strangeness’ (Gill 2006, 4) 
of the confession’s own endeavour that has marks its resurgence in Western 
autobiography1 and culture.2  
                                            
1 As autobiography itself is a widely contested site, I have re-visited James Olney’s definition as ‘a study of the 
way experience is transformed into literature’ (1980, 10). Interpreting autobiography this way is often contested by 
critics who challenge the authority of experience and question ‘what counts as experience and who gets to make 
that determination’ (Scott 1998, 65). I use Olney’s definition, however, because it raises questions about the 
relationship between lived experience and the construction of self, and also, about the critical context in which the 
confession issues. 
2 In Confessional Politics: Women’s Self-Representations in Life Writing and Popular Media (1999), Irene 
Gammel argues that the confession requires critical attention as it ‘continues to shape women’s cultural 
expressions of personal and sexual experiences’ (1989, 10). Since women transgressed into the public domain, she 
argues, the confession has become ‘popularized’ by TV talk shows, magazines and self-help books, and is no 
longer confined to traditional forms of the intimate diary, erotic journal or confessional best-seller (ibid.).    
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Although this thesis is concerned with the transgressive power(s) of the 
female confession and not with travel writing per se, I have started with Kingsley 
because her travelogues emphasise, like the confession, the inextricability of 
gender and genre. The modern woman confessant, like the early ‘lady traveler’ 
(Jenkins 2004, 15) is a displaced person; one who ‘writes back’ from the margins 
in an attempt to recover ‘the lives of the obscure’; those found ‘locked in old 
diaries, stuffed away in old drawers’ or simply unrecorded (Woolf 1979, 44).3 She 
speaks insistently and often indeterminately of the ‘abstract things’ about which 
Kingsley, ironically, wrote so easily and extensively. She is, however, even when 
writing within her own home and about her own self, still writing from abroad; 
still writing as other.  
 
In this power context, the female confession, like the female travelogue, 
emerges from and is situated firmly at a constant site of struggle. It is both a self-
reflexive text and a constructed fiction; one that is constantly engaged in a process 
of self-making through self-narrating, in producing rather than expressing truth, in 
constructing rather than reflecting self. Tangled in these knots of difference, the 
confessional text arises from the ‘the subjective experience of problems and 
contradictions as encountered in the realm of everyday life’ (Felski 1989, 85). As 
women’s lives have often been defined by their location within the private sphere, 
this space constitutes the starting point for critical enquiry.  
 
                                            
3 In Mothers, Displacement, and Language (1998), Bella Brodzki insists the autobiographer, regardless of gender, 
is always a displaced person. Since the female confessant searches for modes of expression and self-representation 
in both a patriarchal world and a male-dominated genre, she moves from a position of ‘no place’ to a point of 
‘double displacement’ (1998, 156).  
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In contemporary Western autobiography, how does the bed, as a site where 
women’s confessions can be uncovered and re-made, flout the governing rules of 
self-representation? These rules, identified by Paul Eakin as ‘telling the truth, 
respecting privacy and displaying normalcy’ are also, Eakin argues, ‘the rules for 
identity’ (2001, 114). They are learned in our quest for self-hood, they are 
understood but remain unspoken and they become visible only when broken 
because their violations have ‘consequences’ in our lives (Egan and Helms 2001, 
xvii). While this idea that self-narrative is governed by a set of obligations is not 
new, the rules have become increasingly ‘rumpled’ and important for critics who 
now wish to interrogate ‘the limits of autobiography at a time when the only rule 
governing its study is ‘breaking the rule’ (Smith and Watson 2001b, 2).4  
 
Accordingly, this project is essentially an exercise in rule-breaking. It 
considers the nexus of gender, identity and authority in women’s confession, and 
in this context, how breaches of truth, privacy and normalcy principles can operate 
as subversive devices in constructions of gender and genre. Each rule, when 
broken through confessional modalities, creates an alternative site in women’s 
autobiography where the past can be negotiated, cultural norms can be critiqued 
and an important sense of female identification and solidarity can be inspired. The 
confession operates in this project, therefore, not just as an autobiographical mode 
or subgenre but as an opposing strategy that allows women ‘to speak from 
positions of strength, even as they look back on past selves unable to’ (Gammel 
1999, 8). As the domestic space is traditionally a dangerous space for women; a 
                                            
4 When autobiographical studies first emerged in the 1970s, Philippe Lejeune established the poetics of the genre 
in The Autobiographical Pact (1974); an important work that due to its emphasis on the contractual nature between 
author and reader continues to enrich and complicate current understandings of the field and process. 
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place where silence is summoned through confinement and isolation, this 
feminised space is ‘penetrated, worked over [and] taken hold of’ in the female 
confession (O’Riley 2003, 303).   
  
The bed, as an object symbolising or embodying the essence of bedroom, is 
situated within the confessional narrative as the site for this resistance. As 
theorists of autobiography have recently likened autobiography to ‘a restless and 
unmade bed’ (Donnell 1999, 124), the bed has become an increasingly rumpled 
one, ‘much slept in; still warm, if soiled; and haunted by conspicuously absent 
bodies’ (Smith and Watson 2001b, 1). As the generic seams of gender and genre 
continue to be stretched and even unstitched in women’s confession, the bed is the 
thread that weaves the creative and exegetical together. Essentially, it is  
 
…a site on which discursive, intellectual and political practices can be 
remade; a ruffled surface on which the traces of previous occupants can be 
uncovered and/or smoothed over; a place for secrets to be whispered and to 
be buried; a place for fun, desire and deep worry to be expressed. 
 
(Donnell 1999, 124) 
 
 
As confession is a rapidly expanding field that covers narratives of trauma 
and testimony and illness and disability, it is beyond the scope of this project to 
interpret the psychoanalysis behind what recent conference literature continues to 
call the urge or ‘compulsion to confess’ (Reik 1961, 195). Further, this research is 
not concerned with tracing the origins of the confession which, of course, evokes 
its religious context and problematically ‘brings to mind its patriarchal 
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history…the black box, hiding the confessant from the eyes of the community and 
turning the confession of sin into a private act’ (Gammel 1999, 3).5 
 
Further, while it is tempting in theorising about confession to force its 
discourse ‘into neat categories of either subversion or submission’ (Gregory 1999, 
700), this project is more concerned with the tensions and contradictions, the 
points of inconsistency and ambivalence, ‘some relating to the more general 
problematic of subjectivity’ but most to ‘the specific contradictions of 
marginalization and powerlessness that have shaped much of female experience’ 
(Felski 1989, 114).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                            
5 In Confessional Politics, Gammel investigates the danger of the confessional form for women, explaining how 
‘the female voice relating personal experience, like the sinner’s and the patient’s, belongs not to the realm of 
abstract and official langue but to parole, to familiar and intimate speech, and is thus characterized by a low degree 
of formality and authority, as it is perceived as ephemeral or trivial’ (1999, 4).  
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Tossing and Turning: 
Between the Sheets of Self-hood 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Comprised of a 10,000 word confessional piece, What My Mother Doesn’t 
Know, and a 10,000 word exegesis, And Why I Should (Maybe) Tell Her, this 
project is a qualitative study in literary criticism and textual analysis that employs 
dialectic methods of enquiry within a broad cultural studies framework.  
 
As an ‘interpretative bricoleur’ whose practice is pragmatic, strategic and 
self-reflexive, the value of practice-led research for the production of a 
confessional piece is obvious (Denzin and Lincoln 2005, 4). The research, like the 
creative work, emerges from an autobiographical process shaped by ‘personal 
history, biography, gender, class [and] race’ and creating as a final product ‘a quilt 
like bricolage’ (ibid., 6), that is, ‘a pieced-together set of representations…fitted to 
a complex situation’ (ibid., 4).  
 
As a self-defined feminist and creative writing apprentice whose preferred 
mode of expression is the autobiographical, the research question is one of 
particular personal importance since autobiography is still considered ‘a suspect 
  We think back through our mothers, 
if we are women. 
 
 
—A Room of One’s Own 
 
(Woolf 1924, 132) 
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site of exclusionary practices’ (Smith and Watson 2001a, 96) ‘in which white 
Western masculinist ideology has often dictated the formal and epistemological 
terms of the genre’ (Freadman 2003, 300). Confession, however, is increasingly 
read as a female discursive practice or gender-specific discourse that is more 
concerned with ontological questions of being. As Leah Guenther explains, 
‘women are seen as effusively confessional creatures in a way that men are not’ 
(2006, 89). Often, the confession is self-affirming when applied to male texts and 
self-effacing when applied to female. Indeed,  
 
 The realm of the personal and sexual has always been literary for men (Saint 
 Augustine, Rousseau, Michel Leiris, Henry Miller) and confessional for 
 women (Colette, Erica Jong, Anaïs Nin). 
 
(Saint-Martin 1999, 28–29)  
 
Even when men do confess they are often feminised, with the cross-dressed 
confession now fully emergent as a subgenre of women’s confession.6  
 
Viewed and filtered through this feminist lens, the research isolates key 
debates surrounding women’s confession in an attempt to extract and then employ 
the confession’s transgressive power(s). As the creative work was produced with 
this function in mind, the praxis informs the structure of the thesis which embeds 
(pun intended) the confessional narratives with the exegetical. As ‘reality’ 
becomes increasingly aesthetic, both bed and text are ‘living’ synonymous 
experiences that inform and enrich each other, and are unable to be read in 
isolation. This weaving structure complements the dialogical relationship between 
                                            
6 See Lorraine Kooistra’s Cross-Dressing Confessions: Men Confessing as Women (1999) or Thomas De 
Quincey’s Confessions of An English Opium-Eater (1821), both of which feminise the confessional genre by 
employing essentialism often regarded as a characteristic feature of women’s confession. De Quincey, for 
example, begins his confessions, like his female counterpart, with an apology ‘to the reader’ for exposing his 
‘moral ulcers or scars, and tearing away that ‘decent drapery’ (1821, 1).   
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the creative and critical and reflects the simultaneous process in which both texts 
were produced.  
 
The confessional narrative, What My Mother Doesn’t Know, begins with an 
apology that plays on the traditional guilt admission that once prefaced women’s 
auto/biographical writing. The work consists of an introductory piece that 
establishes the truth-telling requisite (‘start again and this time tell the truth’) and 
is followed by three separate bed confessions, each of which breaks a governing 
rule of self-representation. In this context of rule-breaking, each confession 
explores one of the many difficulties women experience in writing self-narrative 
and defining an independent identity: the formless nature of intimacy (I slept with 
my sister the night she drowned), the continuity of loss (I fell from grace and 
landed on her mattress) and the inheritance of the past (I found the hole on the 
first day of December). Each confession, structured as a retrospective account told 
from the writing present, is accompanied by an exegetical chapter that identifies 
and discusses the rule which the creative work has breached.7  
 
In A Work of My Own (1995) Jeanette Winterson describes the literary 
nerves of her novels, their creative mechanisms and guiding cultural orientations, 
and the difficulty of discussing her work. ‘If I must talk about it all,’ she writes, ‘I 
would rather come at it sideways, through the work of writers I admire, through 
broader ideas about poetry and fiction and their place in the world’ (1995, 165). In 
light of Winterson’s comments, my exegesis includes textual analyses of three 
                                            
7 Structurally, it is possible to separate feminist confession into two main forms. The first is identified as 
conforming to the first person journal, that is, ‘an open-ended structure written in the present tense, in which the 
author records the details of daily events as they occur’ (Felski 1989, 96). The second offers a retrospective and 
clearer ‘synthetic account of part or all of the author’s life history from the standpoint of the writing present’ 
(ibid.). This is the form that my confessions take. 
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works that employ the confessional mode in a bedroom space to break the rules of 
self-representation – Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper (1892), 
Tracey Emin’s My Bed (1999) and Lauren Slater’s Lying: a Metaphorical Memoir 
(2000). Each chapter concludes with an excerpt of self-reflection that comments 
on the interplay between the critical and the creative in light of reflective practice 
theory. 
 
Finally, and in re-aligning the confession with the travelogue, it is useful to 
read this project not as a linear narrative, as a mere journey from A to B, from 
setting out to returning home, but as an inward journey that moves backwards and 
forwards between past and present; all the time concerned with mapping the 
confession’s subversive terrain, marking its sites for resistance, flagging trouble 
spots and identifying roads not taken. It is in this strange, uncharted land I present 
my bed confessions, not as works of art to be scrutinised or admired but as 
memory museums of places and times, tales of discovery and recovery and tributes 
to the endless possibilities of self-making through self-narrating. 
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I was six and a half.  
 
She was two.  
 
At first I thought the sinking shape was part of the swimming world because it was 
Christmas, and every Christmas my father stood at the deep end and threw balls 
and rings for us to catch, and if you missed you had to dive down with the flippers 
and goggles and collect all the colourful things before they floated to the top. So I 
didn’t pay much attention when my sister drowned because I was used to things 
sinking, except after a while I noticed the dark shape was still there and I felt 
scared it wouldn’t sink or float but just drift through the watery space forever. So I 
stopped swirling and spinning and went to play in the garden.  
 
In the months that followed, I would spend entire mornings, sometimes even days, 
wondering whose garden I played in, and for how long, and why. Even later, I 
would join support groups and worn conversations, and ask the usual questions – 
who put her togs on, why was the gate open, where was her mother – but mostly I 
would think about my sister, and whether she saw me turn.  
 
So I started to tell stories in case she returned and the one I told every day was 
called The Chlorine. The Chlorine turned the water green and made everything 
cloudy, and that’s why I didn’t see my sister drowning. The dead animals around 
the pool confirmed it. The ibis that drank there occasionally was missing, and all 
the bees and ladybugs were floating on their sides, and some of their wings were 
broken. I told another story in the beginning called At Dusk, which always made 
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me feel better, because at dusk an obscure light sets in everyone’s eyes and it is 
difficult to see.  
 
When my mother asked, and she did – many times in fact – I told her the story 
about the fallen tree branch, or Mrs. Kelty’s dog, or the sea witch with fish scales 
and diamond eyes. I was on holidays, after all, and when you are on holidays you 
have to use your imagination. When I think back now, I don’t remember a pool 
with cracked tiles and a worm-shaped hose. In fact, I don’t remember a pool at all. 
When I look back now, I see a lagoon covered in yellow wattle and poison ivy, 
and there, hidden between its banks, is all the treasure and junk of the Amazon 
world: the sinking row boats, the water snakes.  
 
When I told these stories about the swimming world, the people from the real 
world listened and smiled, and soon my stories became so wonderful that when I 
spoke no one thought about bad things like car crashes, or toothache, or what 
happened in the black water. And when the people stopped me at the usual parts – 
to squeeze my cheek, or ruffle my hair, or ask questions – I told them this was the 
truth, exactly as it did and did not happen. And if they frowned, or asked more 
questions, or started digging around, I told them strange nonsense things like there 
are two sides to every story, and things aren’t always black and white, and life 
isn’t like the movies. 
 
And I was right, because when my sister drowned she didn’t look like any of the 
kids on TV. She didn’t bob up and down, or call for help, or wave her hands 
through the sky. She didn’t thrash or spasm, or drift with the tide, or wash up 
quietly on the shore. My sister simply went into the water and slipped away. And 
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maybe if I wasn’t six and half and bound by the seal of childhood then I would 
have looked closer, or noticed her bike by the gate, or at least, not walked back 
inside. 
 
Inside, my mother, and the soon-to-be mothers, and the childless mothers, were all 
sitting together, sipping wine and picking at the finger food in the usual sequence: 
Jatz, dip, salami, dip, camembert, dip. Dip and salsa. The women, and there were 
six of them, always ate together. I sat with them every Christmas and learnt their 
patterns by heart. Each woman glanced at the clock before dipping and then 
counted the minutes between, and then when she was certain no one was looking, 
she would lean over the table and dip back in. Eventually, the dip would run out or 
at least get messy and at this point the women would resort to almonds and ginger, 
or small talk.  
 
The Christmas my sister drowned, however, the mothers couldn’t agree on 
anything, so when my Uncle Laurie bought the mail in, they smiled and thanked 
him, and flicked through the glossy sales. They stopped occasionally to point out 
the price of strawberries, or circle the 4-for-1 soaps, or tick the double-flavoured 
dips. And then, in the midst of aisle six or seven, or wherever each was looking, 
they heard the boy speak, all of them together. I know this part to be true because I 
was there and I saw what happened. Their heads turned at the same time – the 
sound of twigs snapping – and I was certain in that moment all their necks had 
broken. 
 
She’s drowning – the boy from next door said, pointing at the pool, and then (in 
case we had misheard) – come quick, she’s drowning. 
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My Aunt Linda was the first to go. As she stood, she smacked her knee against the 
coffee table and the white teapot with pink roses fell to the floor and arranged 
itself in twenty-seven different pieces. My Aunt kept running though and she 
didn’t look back, and I knew then that something bad had happened because my 
Aunt loved that tea set – the finest in China – and if you accidentally clinked your 
spoon and mug, she would stop whatever she was doing and frown at you over her 
shoulder.  
 
I was glad my Aunt Linda went first because my mother once told me she was an 
excellent swimmer, and one time she even went to the Olympics and swam 
breaststroke with a lot of famous people whose names I can’t remember. But my 
mother also told me my Aunt danced on Broadway, and sang opera with Pavarotti, 
and wrestled saltwater crocodiles on the west coast of Africa. And because I never 
saw any photographs or received any postcards, I was unsure who my Aunt was. 
 
In the big pool however, my Aunt Linda could do all the strokes – backwards and 
forwards and sideways – and when she swam she glided and the water looked like 
silk. If anyone could save my sister it was my Aunt. And she must have known 
this too, because on the way to the pool, my mother stood to race and my Aunt 
said – don’t.8 
 
At the deep end, my Aunt hitched up her skirt and pulled my sister out by the 
ankle. I can’t be certain about the next part because my cousin Kimberly says it 
                                            
8 Later, I realised we always had Christmas at Aunt Linda’s and part of the reason she was running so fast 
was that this was her house, and her pool, and later when her kids moved out, it was her decision to pull out 
the fence.  
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didn’t happen, but I’m sure my sister just hung there in my Aunt’s hands for at 
least thirty seconds. In that time, when the world turned upside down, I wasn’t 
worried about the water in my sister’s lungs or the fluid on her brain, but that one 
of the crows would swoop down from the palm trees and take her. 
 
I know for certain it was my sister and not one of the other kids because she was 
wearing the purple and orange swim shirt we bought her last summer and she 
didn’t have any floaties. Well, Mrs Cutter told Mrs Kelty that she had big yellow 
ones, but they were wrapped in silver tinsel under the tree. When Mrs Kelty went 
home (to the house where the boy with the big mouth lived) I was hiding under her 
balcony. She told her husband about my sister’s Christmas present and I heard him 
say Jesus.   
 
When my Aunt ran back inside, I couldn’t see my sister properly because her hair 
was hanging over her face like seaweed and also, my Aunt was taking her away 
from me and the black water. Still, somehow, I have a clear memory of my sister’s 
face and in it she has grape lips and pouchy cheeks. And also, her skin is whiter 
than tissue.  
 
The next part is blurred by flashing lights and the sound of people running. The 
hours blended into each other and all the faces became sad and unfamiliar. All the 
mothers, except for mine, took their babies inside and rinsed empty bottles. There 
was a man walking around the pool with a notepad, dip on the floor.  
 
I remember feeling angry because I wasn’t allowed to open my presents. Since my 
brother told me Santa wasn’t real, I had spent all December crouched in boxes and 
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broom closets, searching for my presents. The year my sister drowned, I found 
them under the stairs, on the seventh day of searching, and I told everyone at 
school exactly what I was getting. What would I say in January, on the first day 
back, when I arrived at school without my mood ring, or my rainbow slinkee, or 
my Max Force Super Soaker?  
 
Everyone would call me a liar.  
 
Later that night, one of the mothers drove us home and my parents unpacked the 
esky in silence. My father squashed the sausages into the fridge and sat down on 
the couch with an ice pack on his face. This was the first night my mother locked 
everything: the car, the gate, the door to my sister’s bedroom and finally, herself in 
the bathroom. I crouched down in the hallway, ear pressed to floor. I heard her 
say: 
 
‘…we don’t know…maybe four minutes…of course I’m not worried…’ 
 
For the first time, I wanted to know who my mother spoke to when she locked 
herself in the bathroom. I also wanted to know why, after everything that 
happened, she wasn’t worried. I could have asked her these things myself and I 
should have, but my mother had lied to me before.9  
                                            
9 Once, I took an IQ test at school. When I asked my mother how I scored she said, way off the charts, and I 
felt happy and clever. But when my father heard he put his newspaper down and said: really Maryanne. 
Which, depending on my score, could have meant one of two things, but probably meant I wasn’t a genius. 
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I didn’t want to lie with my mother anymore so I tucked myself into bed, and 
counted the glow in the dark stars, and waited for sleep to come. But the only 
thing that came was my sister.  
 
This was her first night. 
 
Someone must have unlocked her door, and mine too, because she just walked in 
and put her arms up, which meant pick me, and because I still felt bad about the 
garden, I did.  
 
At first I didn’t want to sleep with my sister because she was still wearing her 
swim shirt and when she snuggled against me, I felt cool water on my skin. She 
had a cut on her chin and a piece of fishing line around her wrist, and some other 
things I had never seen before. She lay face down on her stomach. After a while, I 
rolled her onto her side and then onto her back, because I wanted to put my fingers 
under her nose and check she was still breathing. But when she turned, nothing 
matched and everything was back to front. Her eyes were empty and her cheeks 
were full.  
 
At breakfast the next morning I told my mother what happened and she tapped her 
fingers on the bench. Then she handed me the toast with too much Vegemite (just 
the way I liked it) and she smiled at me (which I also liked). My mother said it 
was okay for little girls to sleep in their sisters’ beds and besides, my sister had 
been through a lot lately and it wouldn’t be forever. She would grow up soon and 
forget about the water and how would I feel then, when my sister didn’t need me? 
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My sister came back that night, and the next, and many nights after that. I was 
happy she needed me but I couldn’t sleep with her there. As soon as she came, 
winter iced my feet and the dogs started barking. And because my sister was two, 
she wasn’t always nice. She moved the shadows above my head, I’m sure, and 
sometimes when I turned the other way she scribbled her name on the walls.  
 
When I woke in the morning she was always gone, but the sheets were wet and 
there was a puddle on the floor.  
 
At school one day, the teacher told us to draw a picture of our family because it 
was Father’s Day soon and dads loved getting pictures and sticking them on the 
fridge. But I couldn’t remember what my father looked like, or my brother, and 
even my mother was starting to fade. So I drew my sister and myself in bed 
together. 
 
But my teacher didn’t like my family because we were smaller than the others, and 
there were no boys. She called me to her desk and said, sit, and then she asked if I 
would like a jellybean and I said no. She pointed at the picture and said, is that 
your mother lying with you? And I said no, it’s my sister, and she said, you’re a 
liar Kate Eliza, and I said yes. 
 
But it didn’t matter that I was a liar because now that my sister was back my 
mother was happy. In fact, my mother was so happy she quit her job and slept 
through the day, and started hammering things into the walls at night. She said our 
house was no dream home and she went to the hardware store every morning. She 
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came back with nuts and bolts, and planks of wood, and odd shaped things I had 
never seen before.  
 
Once, I pretended I was sick so I could go with her. At first it was fun because all 
the workers looked like big Lego men and they waved at us from their trucks and 
ladders. But when we got to the check-out with all our things, a woman with pearl 
earrings said, still building an ark Mrs Cantrell, and the way she said it made me 
feel small. A lot smaller than six and a half. 
 
At home, my mother drilled holes in the walls and changed the light bulbs and one 
day she even put the bathtub in the garden. Mary, my father said, you have to put 
it back, and my mother said, I can’t, I’ve already bought the flowers. 
 
My mother did a lot of things she never used to, and eventually I was sick so many 
times, my father stopped taking my temperature. One day after lunch I asked my 
mother if we could fix the lock on my door because it was loose. A wonderful 
idea, she said, and we spent the afternoon unscrewing the handle, and taking 
measurements, and tightening the lock.  
 
When we finished, my mother smiled and clapped her hands. I lay on my bed with 
the door shut and dreamt of locking out my sister. But when I looked closer at the 
door that day, I saw my mother had put a lock on both sides, on the front and the 
back. 
 
When my sister slept with me again that night, I dreamt of salt lakes and frothy 
waterfalls, and when I woke in the morning my hands were blue and my sister was 
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missing and there were two puddles on the floor. This time, there was also 
something else: a dripping tap, something leaking through the walls. I put an ice 
cream bucket under the hole and ate my Vegemite toast. Afterward, my mother 
drove me to my new school.  
 
At the school where I went to learn about my lying problems, everyone played 
tricks on me and my stories became muddled. Every morning after music, the old 
lady said to me, your sister is gone, but when the bell rang and I ran for the bus, 
she grabbed me and said wait, you nearly forgot.  
 
The kids at the new school weren’t like the others. At lunch, a boy called Jake who 
liked to hurt animals, told me in the olden days they used to tie rocks to the feet of 
bad women and throw them in the river. And if the woman sank she was innocent, 
but if she floated she was a witch. So which one is it, he would say, circling me 
with his hurting stick, did your sister float or drown? 
 
The truth is: I didn’t know. 
 
So when my sister came to me that night I picked her up and laid her down, and I 
put the pillow over her face. Then I pushed it into her, through her, past her, and 
she kicked her arms and legs for a little while. Finally she stopped and the water 
started to rise.  
 
I let my sister sink again, and in the bed where we slept, in the black water, she 
floated. 
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One — ‘Telling the Truth’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lying ‘in all honesty’: The Rumpled Sheets of Sincerity 
 
 When I was a teenager (acne, braces and all) the game of Truth or Dare 
was unrivalled in the world of slumber parties, second only occasionally to Twister 
or Spin the Bottle. In a locked room after lights out, ‘the group’ and I prepared the 
pillows and popcorn, and arranged our sleeping bags carefully in a circle on the 
floor. Little brothers and other excuses were dismissed after setting up and the 
house rules established before the game began: a ‘dare’ (such as calling a secret 
crush) must be performed within the room; a ‘truth’ (that exposed all the intimate 
details) must be kept confidential. Failure to complete a task or answer ‘in all 
honesty’ resulted in serious consequence, with the group ending the game or 
administering ample punishment. 
 
 Although both options had equal risk, and similar chance of fame or 
humiliation, I rarely chose ‘dare’. In hindsight, this was a choice based on 
Women are only beginning to 
uncover our own truths; many of us 
would be grateful for some rest in 
that struggle, would be glad just to lie 
down with the shreds we have 
painfully unearthed, and be satisfied 
with those. 
 
 
—On Lies, Secrets, and Silence
(Rich 1979, 193) 
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common sense, anxiety about chickening out and quiet apprehension about the 
location of my parents’ room directly above mine. Further, ‘the group’, though 
consisting of several members, functioned in moments of danger and adventure as 
a monolithic entity with several indistinguishable parts. While this unique 
molecular make-up nurtured imagination, it also unhinged conscience and as a 
result, even in the refuge of my own bedroom I could be dared to do almost 
anything.   
 
 I chose ‘truth’ then, because it emerged not only as the alternative choice 
(revealing the false binary truth or dare) but also as the easiest. While I was 
questioned or, rather, interrogated on a variety of subjects – sex, love, bad habits, 
the boy next door – each topic fell safely within my specialised area: me. It 
seemed, depending on who was playing and who would gossip that I was my best 
option, and in the absence of witnesses who could confirm or contest my answer, 
‘truth’ became, if only until next round, the most comfortable place to lie. 
 
As Leigh Gilmore, in Policing Truth (1994) explains, ‘that self-
representational moment structured and experienced as an exercise in truth-
production, reveals something crucial about autobiography’ and the role and place 
of the confession as a distinctive mode and subgenre (1994b, 54). 
 
In that discursive setting, where truth is known at least partially through its 
proximity to risk, identity emerges not as a thing in itself patiently awaiting 
the moment of revelation but as the space from which confession issues. 
 
(ibid.) 
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In this space and according to the prescribed rules of both game and genre, ‘one is 
authorized to question and the other is bound to confess’ or one is required to ask 
and the other is obliged to tell (ibid.).  
 
 
 Situated firmly within and against this ‘context of power, and prohibition, 
and surveillance’ the confession is generated in the discursive relationship between 
the speaking confessant and the listening confessor rather than in any ‘free 
expression of the self (Gill 2006, 4). As Foucault explains,  
 
 …one does not confess without the presence (or virtual presence) of a 
 partner who is not simply the interlocutor but the authority who requires the 
 confession, prescribes and appreciates it, and intervenes in order to judge, 
 punish, forgive, console and reconcile. 
 
(1990, 61) 
 
For Foucault, the confession is a disciplinary device where the confessor, as ‘the 
one who questions and is not supposed to know’ possesses ‘the agency of 
domination’ (ibid., 62) even though the role he or she plays in the confessional 
transaction is frequently inconsistent. The purpose of the role, for example, is 
often contradicted by the idea that any release or relief granted the confessant, as 
‘the one who knows and answers’ comes not from the confessor but through ‘the 
expression alone’ which ‘exonerates, redeems and purifies’ the speaker (ibid.). 
 
Although Foucault’s model of confession focuses on practice rather than 
text and speaks ‘specifically of sexual secrets’ (Brooks 2000, 99), its theoretical 
framework is engrained so deeply in critical analysis that it is difficult to 
conceptualise the confession in other terms. Foucault, however, is not without his 
critics in the academy. Peter Brooks and Leigh Gilmore, two important theorists of 
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confession, have recently identified and even revised the anti-dialectical bias on 
which the Foucauldian model is based (Hartman 2005, 537). 
  
 While Brooks agrees with Foucault that the confession always ‘implies a 
listener, however impersonal’ (2000, 95) he challenges Foucault’s ‘separateness of 
confessor and confessant’ (Keniston 2006, 54). The confession, Brooks argues, 
dismantles constructions of identity by dissolving the boundaries that separate self 
from other. ‘The form of address to a listener found in confession,’ he argues, ‘is 
similar to prayer, which addresses itself directly to God’ (Brooks 2000, 95). In this 
context, the presence of the listener alone instigates what Lacan calls ‘the 
dimension of dialogue’, which Brooks explains as ‘the shaping of one’s inner 
thoughts to the ear of an external listener’ (ibid., 96). In this situation, 
 
The speaking I necessarily implies a listening you who can in turn become 
the I while the speaker becomes you…Saying I implies and calls to a 
responsive you, and in this dialogic, transferential relation consolation and 
self-definition are to be found. 
 
(ibid., 95) 
 
To confess therefore, does not lead to an affirmation of self but rather, to an 
erasure of its boundaries. As the ‘I’ of confession becomes increasingly fluid, the 
speaking subject becomes permeable and interchangeable with the listener. As Jo 
Gill explains, this merging of ‘I’ and ‘you’ disperses ‘the authentic, self-identical, 
authoritative self who was apparently – and perhaps hitherto – at the heart of the 
confessional endeavour’ (2006, 7).  
 
 In Autobiographics (1994), Leigh Gilmore develops this point about the 
nature of the power relationship by identifying a third party in the exchange – the 
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confessional text itself or ‘the tale’ (1994a, 121). The tension engendered in this 
triangulation of penitent, teller, and tale, she argues, can be read in two opposing 
ways: 
 
The witness may attempt to ‘discover’ truth in the reality described by the 
autobiographer; thus, the witness suppresses the construction of truth to a 
conviction that the process of detection will reveal…or if we act as 
‘detectives of autobiography’…we can interpret autobiography as a 
representation, that is, a structuring of events, motives, and so on in an 
effort to position one’s story within a discourse of truth and identity – in 
short, as an attempt to authorize the autobiography. 
 
(ibid., 122) 
 
 
 
Gilmore’s inclusion of the text in the confessional transaction is important 
for female confession as it privileges the idea that ‘women’s participation in 
confessional politics is much more complex than the one-dimensional power play 
described by Foucault’ (Gammel 1999, 9). The insertion of the text into the 
traditional power context creates ‘the opportunity for counter-discursive stories, 
the forging of other truths’ and ‘other possible lives’ (Heddon 2006, 139). As 
Dinah Manisty explains, 
 
Speaking the female voice becomes synonymous with speaking an 
alternative truth which challenges the manipulation of truth, through 
language, by those in power. Speaking the female voice demands new 
spaces. 
 
(1998, 281) 
 
In this new space the female confessant voices her own version of truth; one that is 
not fixed and specific but often ambivalent and uncertain, and in doing so, she 
challenges fixed assumptions about ‘fact’ and ‘actuality’. She encodes boundaries 
and warning signs in her confession that signal her desire to create a safe space 
where her personal stories can be shared and discussed. This reaction against the 
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constraints of gender and genre defies the confessional entrapments that seek to 
contain her and breaks ‘the bonds of words, images and metaphors that have 
traditionally impeded progress to female self-hood’ (ibid., 282).  
 
 
The requisite of truth-telling, therefore, ‘the most familiar of rules we 
associate with autobiographical discourse’ (Eakin 2001, 115) is a site of constant 
struggle for the female confessant. Her difficulty in disclosing ‘truth’ is rooted in a 
complex process of authorisation as truth itself is a cultural product dependent on 
specific notions ‘of what truth is, who may tell it, and who is authorized to judge 
it’ (Gilmore 1994b, 55). This process of locating ‘truth’ is also hindered by her 
identification as a woman and the passing of her confession through a cultural 
process that both reflects and reproduces social authority. As Gilmore explains,  
 
[the truth] is entwined with our notions of gender so completely that even 
the structural underpinnings of truth production are masculinist; that is, the 
maintenance of patriarchal authority and male privilege follow from the 
formation of rules in confession to the installation of a man as judge.  
 
(ibid., 57)  
 
 
Trapped in this patriarchal paradigm, the female confessant is engaged in a 
constant struggle not only to divulge ‘whatever is most difficult to tell’ (Foucault 
1990, 59) but to confess according to ‘a standard of truth’ or in some proximate 
relation to its terms of value (Gilmore 1994b, 54). As a result, the female 
confession ‘insists upon the possibility of telling the whole truth while 
paradoxically frustrating that goal through the structural demands placed on how 
one confesses’ (ibid.). This is the conundrum at the heart of women’s confession 
and the difficulty many writers struggle with in their attempt to articulate 
themselves and their lives. As Audre Lorde explains, 
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If we don’t name ourselves, we are nothing...I have to deal with identity or 
I don’t exist at all. I can’t depend on the world to name me kindly because 
it never will. If the world defines you it will define you to your 
disadvantage.  
 
(1980, 18) 
 
 
 Torn between this search for a unique identity and the desire to stand as 
‘an authoritative producer of truth’ (Gilmore 1994b, 55), the female confessant 
becomes less concerned with ‘unique individuality or notions of essential humanity 
than with delineating the specific problems and experiences which bind women 
together’ (Felski 1989, 95). As Rita Felski explains,  
 
The feminist confession exemplifies the intersection between the 
autobiographical imperative to communicate the truth of unique 
individuality, and the feminist concern with the representative and 
intersubjective elements of women’s experience. 
 
(ibid., 93) 
 
As this experience typically focuses on the details of domestic life and highlights 
the ‘fragmented, interrupted and formless nature’ (ibid., 87) of women’s lives, its 
packaging for judgement within a standardised ‘logical’ and ‘coherent’ form is not 
always transferable. As Betty Friedan in The Feminine Mystique (1993) first asked, 
‘How can any woman see the whole truth within the bounds of her own life? How 
can she believe that voice inside herself, when it denies the conventional, accepted 
truths by which she has been living?’ (Friedan 1963, par. 52). ‘I’m a server of food 
and putter-on of pants and a bed maker’ Friedan confesses, ‘somebody who can be 
called on when you want something. But who am I?’ (ibid., par. 18) 
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The difficulty that arises, in the search for answers, is connected to the 
traditional aims and functions of autobiography as the genre where the confession is 
placed. Lejeune’s well known definition of autobiography as ‘a retrospective prose 
narrative written by a real person concerning his own existence, where the focus is 
his individual life’ (1989, 4) is problematic for the female confession as ‘the 
traditional view of women is antithetical to the crucial motive of autobiography – a 
desire to synthesize, to see one’s life as an organic whole, to look back for a pattern’ 
(Pomerleau 1980, 37). Accordingly, the female confessant who breaks the 
contractual nature of autobiography by not ‘giving the narrator/protagonist of a 
text the same name as herself’ (Felski 1989, 90) for example, is positioned within 
confessional discourse as a ‘liar’ and accused of perjury. Regardless of the 
parallels between the text and the author’s life, her confession is then judged 
according to the criteria of fiction rather than verifiable truth (ibid., 91).  
 
In counter action, many female confessants engage a ‘reverse discourse by 
speaking within the confession as truthful subjects’ (Gilmore 1994b, 226). 
According to Gilmore, the confessional narrative can be read as ‘a canny raid on 
the discourses of truth and identity’ because it operate as a political rhetoric that 
claims to speak the truth ‘at a particular time and in a particular place’ (ibid.). By 
purposefully ‘avoiding filtering mechanisms of objectivity and detachment’ 
(Felski 1989, 88) the female confessant herself and her confessional text itself 
become self-conscious, perhaps even as ‘hyperconscious as the prisoners of the 
panopticon’ (Gilmore 1994b, 225). In this space of heightened self-awareness, the 
female confessant undermines the act of truth-telling by challenging what the 
dominant culture values as ‘truth’. As Alicia Ostriker explains, 
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“Tell all the truth but tell it slant” speaks for writers who in every country 
have been inhibited both by economic and legal dependence and by the 
awareness that true writer signifies assertion while true woman signifies 
submission. 
 
(1986, 6) 
 
 
The female confessant, therefore, shapes her truth(s) like her male 
counterpart, ‘according to internalized, self-regulating conventions’ (Avrahami 
2003, 169), but also by employing any number of techniques that blur the 
boundaries between fact and fiction – the inclusion of abstracted language, an 
insistence on the legitimacy of metaphor or the deliberate distortion or silencing of 
what is ‘real’ or ‘readable’. The resulting transgression, which Eakin calls the 
‘misrepresentation of biographical and historical truth’ (2001, 114) not only 
reveals the constraints and contradictions of gender, but also unsettles the form 
and function of the autobiographical genre. In her attempt to discover or recover a 
‘truthful’ self, therefore, the possibility arises for many ‘truths’ and multiple self-
hoods. As a result, 
 
…the whole notion of genre as a stable element also shifts: the boundaries 
between novel and autobiography become increasingly blurred. The 
process of charting the journey of selfhood is enacted on a stage which is 
spatially transformed, more fluid, flexible and able to accommodate a 
plurality of voices concerned with a search for meaning. 
 
(Manisty 1988, 282) 
 
  
 With the benefit of hindsight, it becomes possible for the female confessant 
to construct those moments of meaning as ‘turning points’ in her life history.10 
                                            
10 In A Narrative Model of Self-Construction (1997) Jerome Bruner suggests ‘autobiographies are typically marked 
by accounts of turning points featuring presumably profound changes in self-hood (Bruner 1997, 146). These 
‘generative gists’ are ‘thickly agentive’ and ‘drenched in affect’, and often become, in women’s confession, ‘the 
leitmotif of a life’ (Bruner 1994, 50).  
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These literary tropes ‘are almost always accompanied by remarks such as ‘I 
became a new woman,’ or ‘I found a new voice,’ or ‘It was a new me after I 
walked out’ (Bruner 2002, 83). While Foucault suggests the confession ‘unfolds 
within a power relationship’ (1990, 61) the inclusion of turning points in women’s 
confession indicates the confession also ‘unfolds in the folds of memory’ (Smith 
and Watson 1998, 8). As the confession probes the limits of remembering, this 
process of recollecting truth is a fallible one, since ‘memory is a device for 
forgetting as well as remembering’ (James 1999, xiii).  
 
[Memory], too, is not immutable. It rediscovers, reinvents, reorganizes. 
Like a passage of prose it can be revised and repunctuated. To that extent, 
every autobiography is a work of fiction and every work of fiction is an 
autobiography.  
 
(ibid.) 
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Lying Undercover: The Bed as Fabrication 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lauren Slater’s confessional memoir Lying combines the fallibility of 
memory with the slippery nature of illness and diagnosis and in doing so, raises 
questions about assumptions of truth and the authenticity of metaphor. ‘There is 
only one kind of illness memoir I can see,’ Slater writes, ‘and that’s a slippery, 
playful, impish, exasperating text, shaped, if it could be, like a question mark’ 
(ibid., 221). Slater employs the figurative meaning of epilepsy, ‘the falling, auras, 
seizures and memory lapses’ (Maslin 2000, 1) to render ‘wordless experiences into 
shapes and sounds’ and express past ‘subtleties and horrors’ for which she has 
‘never been able to find the words’ (Slater 2000, 219). She frames her memoir in 
the structure of a seizure (Onset, The Rigid Stage, The Convulsive Stage and The 
Stage of Recovery) and assumes the guise of an epileptic as her licence to lie. 
‘Epilepsy is a fascinating disease,’ Slater writes, ‘because some epileptics are 
liars, exaggerators, makers of myths and high-flying stories’ (ibid., 6). Slater’s 
narrator, Lauren, a self-described ‘wrong girl’ (ibid., 27) announces her evasion of 
truth from the beginning: ‘I exaggerate’ (ibid., 3) she warns, ‘truth is bendable’ 
and ‘what you wish is every bit as real as what you are’ (ibid., 5).  
I have epilepsy. Or I feel I have 
epilepsy. Or I wish I had epilepsy, 
so I could find a way of explaining 
the dirty, spastic glittering place I 
had in my mother’s heart. 
 
 
—Lying: A Metaphorical Memoir
(Slater 2000, 5–6) 
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In this ‘frightening floaty place’ where self is sliding (ibid., 163), Slater 
employs various beds (her hospital bed, her parents’ hotel bed and her dorm bed) 
to invoke interplay between the literal and metaphorical and undermine the truth-
telling requisite of self-disclosure. ‘The neural mechanism that undergirds the lie,’ 
Slater writes, ‘is the same neural mechanism that helps us to make narrative. Thus, 
all stories, even those journalists swear up and down are “true,” are at least 
physiologically linked to deception’ (ibid., 164). Although Slater begins her 
paragraphs with phrases enticing her readers to believe – ‘Here’s what was true’ or 
‘what we did’ – she frequently questions herself, admitting ‘it could have all been 
fact’ but ‘it could have all been fiction’ (ibid., 14). 
 
I had always believed there could be two truths, truth A and truth B, but in 
my mind truth A sat on top of truth B, or vice versa. In this instance, 
however, I had epilepsy, truth A, and I had faked epilepsy, truth B, and A 
and B were placed in a parallel position, instead of one over the other, so I 
couldn’t decide… 
 
Lying on a hospital bed, or on my own bed at home, I had these thoughts.  
 
(ibid., 93–94) 
 
In these subtle and nuanced descriptions of her ‘strange and fitful’ illness (ibid., 
220) the bed signals Lauren’s ‘lying’ act and the truth is constructed ‘as a kind of 
stillness that appears when she stops acting’ (Galbus 2003, 100). ‘The lying hurt, 
physically,’ Slater explains, ‘my head felt on fire, and yet my skin seemed snowy 
and far away’ (Slater 2000, 91). Lying then, with its double connotation, 
encapsulates both the author’s proclivity for dishonesty and the narrator’s 
confinement to bed after her seizures: 
 
And then, the night before the actual operation, while I was lying in my 
hospital room, I saw the dab who’d stolen my soul. I opened my eyes in the 
late night, and there was a thing flying and flying around my bed, an angel 
the size of someone’s thumb; I said, “Come here,” and the dab said, “No.” 
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(ibid., 95) 
 
 
As Slater tells these ‘smooth and oh so slippery’ stories (ibid., 133), she 
insists on an account of neurological illness that is metaphorically authentic rather 
than historically accurate; ‘she employs metaphor to approach truth, never 
intending to meet it’ (Galbus 2003, 100). Lauren’s beds, like her ‘mental 
problems’ (Slater 2000, 81), represent the odd and inextricable: they are a space to 
seize and thrash, and as the narrative unfolds, another place where ‘what was and 
what could be – the real and the reflected, the true and the false – got all mixed up 
and merged together’ (ibid., 79). When Lauren attends St. Christopher’s, for 
example, a ‘special school’ for epileptic children, confusion arises as to the real 
reason Lauren is sent there, as her mother, ‘a woman of grand gestures and high 
standards’ (ibid., 5) is accused of child abuse after using the Startle and Shake 
Response. As Lauren is a Jewish girl attending a Catholic school, her dorm bed at 
St Christopher’s symbolises her displacement in both worlds and her uncertainty 
about who she is. 
 
There was one nun whom I never saw in daylight, but whom I came to 
love. She was the nun who carried the candle and the basin of holy water, 
and every evening, after lights out, she came to us. Sister Mary. She was 
old, and hunched up, and she carried her basin from bed to bed, so any 
child who wanted to be blessed could be blessed. I had received strict 
instructions from both my parents not to partake in anything Christian, but 
I wished I could.  
 
(ibid., 48) 
 
 
In connecting her sickness to a ‘longing for things in the past [she] had 
never had, and for things in the future [she] was too afraid to try’ (ibid., 81), 
Slater’s memoir is essentially a testimony to a life time of illness; to the ‘sliding 
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and fragmented sense she had as a child not fitting into the world’ (Mead 2000, 2); 
to the problems that still claim her adult imagination, brain and body (Slater 2000, 
220). ‘My whole life has been a seizure,’ Slater confesses, and in her ‘strange, 
warped world’ (ibid., 212) where beauty lives ‘beneath the supposedly solid 
surface of things’ (ibid., 9) this self-diagnosis ‘makes literary, if not literal, sense’ 
(Mead 2000, 2).  
 
In the reader’s superfluous (and sometimes frustrated) attempts to separate 
fact from fiction, Slater questions whether metaphor in memoir is ‘an alternate 
form of honesty or simply an evasion’ (Slater 2000, 192). Perhaps a more 
meaningful question would be for what purpose is Slater’s story told? (Nash 2000, 
14). As she constantly uses the bed to create and interrupt her past self, she 
constantly reassesses the boundaries between the metaphorical and material world. 
 
The doctor came into the room. It was Dr. Patterson, my paediatrician. I 
liked him, even though his stethoscope was always cold. 
 
 “Am I going to die?” I said to Dr. Patterson. 
 
He came over to my bed. He looked down at me. Then he smiled, took out 
his stethoscope, and put it on my nose. “I don’t think so,” he said, listening 
to my nose. “I think you’ll be just fine.” 
 
(Slater 2000, 30) 
 
At first, this scene reads as a ‘real’ or realistic account of a doctor tending to his 
young patient. Subtextually, however, Dr. Patterson’s placing of his stethoscope 
on Lauren’s nose is reminiscent of the story of Pinocchio and the mythological 
association of the nose with lying.  
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 In other scenes, Slater explicitly acknowledges the narrative is false. After 
attending a funeral, for example, Lauren describes how she seized by the grave 
side and ‘collapsed down into the deep hole, the empty grave, where the coffin had 
yet to be lowered’ (ibid., 58). Later, Lauren tells the reader, 
  
 I didn’t really fall into the grave. I was just using a metaphor to try and 
 explain my mental state. The real truth is I went to the funeral, the hearse 
 had engine trouble, the coffin was late, I looked into the grave and I 
 thought about falling in. I imagined myself... 
 
(ibid., 60) 
 
For the reader, this not-knowingness about what is real or imagined can serve, at 
various times, as ‘either postmodern fun and games or pure exasperation between 
hard covers’ (Mead 2000, 1). As Slater herself acknowledges, 
 
In Lying I have written a book in which some cases I cannot and in other 
cases I will not say the facts…What matters in knowing and telling yourself 
is not the historical truth, which fades as our neurons decay and stutter, but 
the narrative truth, which is delightfully bendable and politically powerful. 
 
(2000, 219) 
 
 
 
While Slater is interested in rumpling the truth, Tracey Emin’s Turner Prize 
entry My Bed is more concerned with rumpling ‘the procrustean bed of 
autobiography’ (Smith and Watson 2001b, 2). Emin’s installation, consisting of a 
bed with soiled sheets, bloodied underwear and other ‘post-coital detritus’ (Merck 
2002, 119) is a metaphor for contemporary experiments in self-presentation that 
‘mix a grab-bag of autobiographical modes, tropes, and histories’ (Smith and 
Watson 2001b, 2). Although Emin is often described as an autobiographical artist 
who tells ‘all the truths, both awful and wonderful, but mostly awful, about her 
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life’ (Spaid in Cherry 2002, 141), her bed raises questions about the ‘truth’ of 
personal experience and the conflicting terms and terrains of subjectivity.  
 
As Emin presents her bed as a ‘real’ artefact, its confessional premise is 
often assumed to be an unmediated reflection of Emin’s own experiences, and as a 
result, is often accused of complying with ‘a long tradition of confessional art in 
which women strip off and try to get noticed’ (Merck 2002, 129). In using the ‘raw 
material’ of her life (Polkey 1999, 14), many critics accuse Emin of undermining 
‘the notion that autobiography selects, edits, chooses and rearranges the stuff of 
life into meaningful narrative’ (Smith and Watson 2001b, 12). However 
readymade or unmediated Emin’s bed may appear, it is a constructed artwork that 
was intentionally made (or unmade) that way. Emin’s purposeful layering of 
debris on and around the bed, for example, privileges her layering of self and the 
‘overlapping nuances’ that arise ‘in constructing art from experience’ (Fanthome 
2006, 33). Although critics also question the sincerity of My Bed by challenging 
Emin’s proclaimed ownership, the work’s apparent unthought and immediacy of 
expression do not deny its authenticity or affect. As Sidonie Smith and Julia 
Watson explain, 
 
In presenting these fragments of the past as art, Emin invites us to remake 
her in the present, to compose interpretive narratives, to collaborate in 
constructing the indisputable authenticity and flagrant excess of her 
autobiographical acts.  
 
(2001b, 12) 
 
 
 
As confession remains ‘one of the main rituals we rely on for the 
production of truth’ (Foucault 1990, 59) it seems ironic, if not problematic that 
female confessants who capture the representative aspects of women’s experience 
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are often dismissed as self-absorbed and non-universal. Instead of being dismissed 
as ‘a dedicated media tart and headline junkie’ (Burn in Cherry 2001, 142) Emin, 
as a modern woman confessant, can be seen as a ‘channel through which personal 
and wider truths are articulated, benefiting both the author and reader, and 
encouraging a greater shared understanding of the human social condition’ 
(Fanthome 2006, 39).  
 
By refusing to disentangle art and life, by fusing her autobiography with 
her artistry, Emin creates a world where personal truth-telling moves 
beyond the me-culture and into collective catharsis.  
 
(Winterson 2006, 6) 
 
 
 
Like My Bed, Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper, the 
Victorian tale of a woman undergoing a ‘rest cure’ for nervous depression, 
combines both bed and confession to undermine or expose ‘truth’ in a domestic 
setting. The first person narrative, though not explicitly autobiographical, employs 
an unnamed narrator whose ‘nervous troubles’ parallel Gilman’s own experience 
of neurasthenia (Gilman 1892, 6). In fact, in her autobiography The Living of 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman (1935), Gilman describes the story as a ‘nervous 
breakdown beginning something as mine did’ (Gilman in Knight 2006, 82) and in 
her afternote Why I Wrote the Yellow Wallpaper (1913), she confesses she suffered 
from a ‘severe and continuous nervous breakdown tending to melancholia and 
beyond’ (Gilman 1913, 19). After seeing ‘a noted specialist in nervous diseases, the 
best in the country’, Gilman explains how she obeyed his prescription for bed rest to 
‘the borderline of utter mental ruin’ before returning to work and ‘ultimately 
recovering some measure of power’ (ibid., 20). Her ‘narrow escape’ from insanity 
elucidates the quiet anger in The Yellow Wallpaper and inspired its creation.  
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Being naturally moved to rejoicing by this narrow escape, I wrote The 
Yellow Wallpaper, with its embellishments and additions, to carry out the 
ideal (I never had hallucinations or objections to my mural decorations) and 
sent a copy to the physician who so nearly drove me mad.  
 
(ibid.) 
 
 
 
A story ‘wrenched out of Gilman’s own life’ therefore, (Hedges in Golden 
2004, 89), the biographical features of The Yellow Wallpaper blur the boundaries 
of authorship. Although the narrator has a room of her own, her husband John 
forbids her to write in it, and as a result, the bedroom space is transformed into a 
space that prohibits rather than enables the construction of self through literary 
production (Eldstein 2007, 81). The story unfolds, therefore, in the form of a 
secret diary that the narrator feels compelled to write – ‘I must say what I feel and 
think in some way,’ the narrator explains, ‘and it is a relief’ (Gilman 1892, 10). As 
the narrative unfolds, the reader can never quite tell if the narrator is speaking or 
writing and the bed comes to operate, like the yellow wallpaper, as a symbol of 
female oppression and a signifier of confinement and escape.  
  
At first [John] meant to repaper the room, but afterward he said that I was 
letting it get the better of me, and that nothing was worse for a nervous 
patient than to give way to such fancies. 
 
He said that after the wallpaper was changed it would be the heavy 
bedstead, and then the barred windows, and then that gate at the end of the 
stairs, and so on… 
 
Then he took me in his arms and called me a blessed little goose, and said 
he would go down cellar, if I wished, and have it whitewashed into the 
bargain. 
 
But he is right enough about the beds and windows and things.  
 
(ibid., 6)  
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Like Slater and Emin, Gilman employs ‘the heavy bedstead’ and the 
surrounding space as a site for valuing and devaluing personal truth. In the 
opening scene, for example, the narrator begins several sentences with the word 
‘personally’, emphasising opinions she knows her husband will dismiss. 
 
So I take the phosphates or phosphites – whichever it is – and tonics, and 
air and exercise, and journeys, and am absolutely forbidden to “work” until 
I am well again. 
 
Personally, I disagree with their ideas. 
Personally, I believe that congenial work, with excitement and change, 
would do me good. 
 
(ibid., 4) 
 
As the narrator becomes increasingly obsessed not only with the ‘horrid paper’ but 
with the domestic objects that seek to entrap her: the windows ‘barred for little 
children’, the ‘rings and things in the walls’ and ‘the great immovable bed’ (ibid., 
9), her proclivity for truth is literally compressed by the space that confines her. 
As a result, she dissembles the ‘big, airy room’ (Gilman 1892, 5) in an attempt to 
uncover truth and piece the fragments of identity back together. 
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The Truth: ‘I’m telling you stories. Trust me.’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The liar paradox above, from Winterson’s The Passion (1987), reveals 
how ‘the narrator locates ‘truthfulness’ in the admission of storytelling, and 
reveals this discovery as a ‘double bind’ (Gilmore 1994b, 226). The paradox, 
which simultaneously conceals (‘I’m telling you stories’) and discloses (‘Trust 
me’) is an ironic play on truth-telling that influenced the production of my own 
confessional narrative, I slept with my sister the night she drowned.  
  
Unsure upon setting out whether ‘truth’ was in fact the easier choice and 
convinced upon completion that the ‘dare’ option may have been swifter and more 
straightforward, I discovered while writing my self, while I was constantly 
oscillating between past and present, that ‘to think about confession is, 
paradoxically given confession’s apparent proximity to truthful revelation, to enter 
into profound uncertainty’ (Gill 2006, 1). 
 
Guided by Foucault’s model of confession but adamant I was not telling for 
forgiveness, consolation or direction, I discovered upon writing that the narrative 
And when the people stopped me at the 
usual parts – to squeeze my cheek, or 
ruffle my hair, or ask questions – I told 
them this was the truth, exactly as it did 
and did not happen. 
 
 
—I slept with my sister the night she drowned 
(Cantrell 2008, 19) 
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was an ongoing attempt at self-refinement. While I was determined to subvert 
constructions of gender and genre by presenting ‘the truth of subjective 
experience’ (Felski 1988, 88), I was also engaged in ‘an enthusiasm of practice’ 
and committed to letting my writing practice dictate what was possible (Haseman 
2006, 100).   
 
As a creative writer who is also ‘self-critic and self-reader’ (Krauth 2002, 
4), I was also aware that this complete immersion in the confessional mode would 
alter my praxis. While telling my particular truths as both self-historian and 
confessant, I discovered, somewhere between silence and expression, that I am not 
someone who speaks the truth about myself, but someone who says I am speaking 
it. The difference, though seemingly trivial, is crucial as it raises questions not 
only about ‘a certain rhetoric of the self’, but also about ‘a double positioning: the 
writing self, on one side, and the ‘life reader’ on the other’ (Regard 2002, 4). 
 
In the midst of this double bind, somewhere between the polarities of 
before and after, ‘that day’ and ‘the months that followed’, truth emerged as a 
slippery construction, and within the limits of memory and narrative, self emerged 
as ‘a perpetually rewritten story’ (Bruner 1994, 53). While the final narrative 
cannot be described as ‘the truth, the whole truth and nothing but’ it was not 
intended to produce a ‘factual’ account of events. It was designed instead to 
negotiate the truth-telling requisite by employing abstracted language and blending 
memory and thought in a fragmented, non-chronological and intuitive process.  
 
The constant reference to ‘lying’, for example, with its double connotation 
and the complex set of assumptions it implies, was an attempt to translate my 
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experience into a language that captured my own guilt and predilection for 
exaggeration. The footnotes serve as ‘meta-commentaries’ (Merleau 2004, 72) on 
the narrative that purposefully mimic academic writing in their attempt to clarify 
dates and described events. Truth-telling also emerged as a rule that is governed 
by a set of discourses traditionally associated with the bedroom space – authority, 
autonomy and surveillance – all of which turned inward while writing.  
 
As I reflected on the various images of that day, ‘the pool with cracked 
tiles, the sinking shape, the chlorine that turned the water green’, the question that 
surfaced was not how to retrieve exact details but how to situate the bed as a safe 
space for confession. As I dived further into the process of editing, writing and 
revising, the bed emerged naturally as a domestic object that, like the swimming 
pool, had capacity for entrapment and suffocation. The deeper I delved into theory, 
the more slippery and sliding the truth became, and the more uncertain I was about 
what would surface. Like Janet Frame, who suggests autobiography, ‘usually 
thought of as a looking back, can just as well be a looking across or through’ 
(1987, 67), I felt while writing that I was looking at the past through ‘the black 
water’ and that what I was seeing or reinventing had become inevitably blurred 
and distorted. 
 
In the midst of this cloudiness, my attempt to weave together the fragments 
of memory was an attempt to re-piece this childhood scene, not as a ‘singular, 
isolated event but as part of a continuum’ (hooks 1994, 432). Surprisingly, the 
pieces that were omitted or missing from the narrative were just as important. The 
absence of any real male figures in the piece, for example, created a new sense of 
alienation or estrangement from my brother and father. Looking back, however, I 
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could not remember such feelings and so the question of what was true or false, 
fake or real, actual or imagined, continued to plague my writing process. When the 
final product emerged, it was obvious the fiction did not match all the facts. I read 
certain scenes and thought ‘But that didn’t happen’, and then I looked back to the 
sinking shape and the sleepless nights and thought ‘But it did.’ 
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I called her grace because she didn’t suit a common name like Amy or Rebecca, 
because I was ordinary but she wasn’t.  
 
I called her grace because when I was little, when I still wore pink ribbons, my 
grandfather took me to church every Sunday, and I sat behind his big pockets, and 
listened to the old people sing. The song I liked most was about a woman called 
grace who was amazing because she found people who were lost, and made blind 
people see. When my grandfather sang about grace, the words floated out of his 
mouth and danced shapelessly above my ribbons. Sometimes, when he thought I 
wasn’t looking, he closed his hymn book and wiped his eyes with a hanky. I sat on 
his feet and caught the tears as they fell from his cheeks, and the ceiling. 
 
In Church, I learnt that even in safe places, there is falling. The man in the white 
dress said so. When he spoke, the people in the windows said nothing, but there 
was light shining out of their ears, so I know they must have been listening. The 
people in the window were green at night, and yellow in the morning, and they 
watched you, wherever you were sitting. Some of them stood on top of mountains 
and cliffs with their arms stretched towards the sky and their palms open. Some 
had walking sticks and sheep, and some were floating.  
 
Sitting on my grandfather’s feet, I saw the people in the window fall, because I 
knew, even then, that no one could stand forever. 
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When I was six, I fell for the first time. I fell off the monkey bars and broke my 
collar bone. At the Doctor’s surgery, my mother said I had fallen many times 
before, but the monkey bars were all I could remember. Some time later, we had a 
barbeque in the park with my cousins and I fell again. My cousin Patrick took the 
brakes off my skates and when I got to bottom, I couldn’t stop or turn around. 
Later, I fell out of the top bunk, and over my shoelaces, and across the dog’s bowl 
in the kitchen.  
 
My entire childhood had consisted of little falls, and of big people picking me up 
and kissing my knees, or sticking on bandaids, or saying sweet soothing things like 
‘where does it hurt?’ or ‘it’s okay baby’. 
 
The fall from grace was unlike the others. There were no jellybeans, and not 
enough bandaids. 
 
When I first found grace she was standing on top of a mountain, with green paint 
on her dress and a yellow frangipani in her hair. The first and last time we met, I 
was seventeen and she didn’t say anything.  
 
She never really did.  
 
We sat on the balcony every night, in silence, and watched the lights in the valley, 
and the mountains that looked like smoke, and the trees with strange fruits like 
rockmelons and pears. We could see the glow worm caves in the distance, and the 
dirt road where the locals sold avocados and held chainsaw races in summer. All 
the cottages had gingerbread roofs with silver fairy floss rising out of their 
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chimneys and liquorice wheels on their cars. The shops sold strange things mango 
fudge, and upside down umbrellas and frogs riding bicycles. In the window of all 
the bakeries was a sign that said Best Pies, and inside, there were odd looking 
people like women with white faces and truck drivers with beards that dragged 
along the floor.   
 
‘We’re safer here,’ Grace said, to no one in particular.  
 
And I believed her.  
 
On the mountain (and I can’t remember which one it was, because after I found 
grace, we travelled to so many) the days blended into each other. Outside, only the 
wind rose to meet us. We knew things about the mountains no one else did, and 
there were dark colours only we could see. We stayed inside and shut the doors, 
the curtains always drawn. 
 
What we saw of the world, we saw at night, from the balcony. There was a man 
who lived next door to us, whose daughter was in a wheelchair. He pushed her 
around the garden at night, the moonlight in her hair. Her legs were bent in strange 
places and she always wore the same laced shoes. Once I heard her say that 
someday, when her legs were right again, she would leave for somewhere, 
anywhere but here.  
 
Sometimes when she went back inside, she played her piano, and I sat with grace 
and listened.    
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Grace was not that different to the girl with the broken legs. I knew that. She was 
broken in other places. I let grace sleep in my bed, however, because when we 
were together, there was only one of us. A single entity, unbroken unity. One. The 
first natural number. 
 
Every morning, we made toast for breakfast and grace passed the jar of vegemite 
without me asking. Everyday was a wordless day and every year was a year spent 
knowing. This and only this. Passing each other things before asking. Answering 
questions without speaking. 
 
Grace and I travelled to places that weren’t on maps, and sometimes we spoke in 
French accents, and pretended we were famous artists. When we got ice-cream, we 
always swapped and when we bought T-shirts, we bought them for each other.  
 
Grace had secrets and that was reason to love her. 
 
Grace did not want me to love her, however, and she said so many times.  
 
Once, when we were sitting on the balcony, our legs dangling over the side, the 
distance to the ground seemed further than usual.  
 
‘What would you do if I jumped?’ I said. 
 
Grace said nothing. 
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I knew then, that we were sitting on the edge of the world, and if I knew if I fell 
then, I would fall forever, off the green and blue planet and through the black 
holes.  
 
On the morning of the day I fell, I should have known that something bad was 
going to happen, because it started unlike the others. 
 
Grace wanted to take our mattress to the park. She wanted to go outside. 
 
I walked at the front and she at the back. At the stop sign at the end of the road, 
where we usually turned, I said ‘I don’t know where to go now’ and Grace said 
‘follow me.’ 
 
We went past the stop sign, into the forest.  
 
In the forest, there was a black river that wound around the trees like a rattle 
snake. We cleared some twigs and old tree stumps and placed the mattress on the 
bank. We sat down, our feet in the water. Grace put her head on my shoulder and I 
skimmed rocks across the surface.  
 
Grace said ‘stop it’.  
 
But I kept going. 
 
It was quiet in the forest and the silence scared me.  
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I think we fell asleep then, because the next thing I remember is looking up, and 
seeing dark clouds closing over. 
 
When Grace woke up, she said we should build a raft and sail far, far away. 
 
I said okay. 
 
We pushed the mattress onto the black water, and jumped on, before it floated 
downstream. 
 
That voyage we took together was plagued by storm warnings and water snakes 
and wild, rough weather. Grace loved to look at the destroyed ships and ripped up 
flags, the dazed victims drifting out to sea and the deckhands mumbling at the 
rubble. For me, there was nothing more terrifying than the water and I would hide 
under the hatch til the sky cleared and the waves were calm. Soon, a leafy wind 
whipped at our faces and we felt the cool water on our skin, as the raft began to 
sink.  
 
Grace said we shouldn’t stay much longer, because the people would be worried, 
but no one knew us except for the girl with the broken legs, and I didn’t 
understand. 
 
‘Will you go and get my shoes’ grace said.  
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The way she said it, it wasn’t a question. She had never spoken to me like that 
before. Suddenly everything was back to front and the world turned upside down. 
 
In that moment, when I looked at Grace, really looked at her, she was an old 
woman, bent in half in the river, her skin wrinkled from age, not water. She had 
the worn look of someone much older, someone who had seen it all and after 
travelling through time, had stopped for a while to fish, or wash her feet, or fill her 
pocket water-bottle.  
 
I realised then, that Grace was not who she said she was.  
 
And I ran. 
 
I couldn’t find her shoes. They weren’t by the stop sign. Or near the swings. When 
I look back now, I don’t remember grace ever wearing shoes. At the time the shoes 
didn’t matter but they should have, because I was looking for something that never 
existed.   
 
At the time, all that mattered was this: when I returned to the creek, out of breath 
and empty handed, the raft, the mattress, was still there but Grace was gone. 
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At the time of Grace’s disappearance, there were two other people missing; a fifty 
year old cab driver who walked the rubbish out one night and never walked back 
in, and a nineteen-year-old girl, who was last seen rolling something behind Coles.  
 
In the city where we were raised, everyone looked for a sign, an indication that 
something was terribly wrong.  
 
Most believed it was grace’s mother, that she found where we were hiding, and 
saw grace in the creek on the way up the mountain. Some think it was the man 
next door, that there was another kind of freak accident like the one his daughter 
was involved in. The kids in the skate park said grace probably drowned or tripped 
and hit her head. 
 
Later, the police arrested a hermit who lived in a caravan behind the park. 
Apparently he was caught near the school, taking photos of girls at lunch time.  
 
When I lay in bed that night, the first night after grace went missing, the mattress 
was still wet. I felt the skin on my back begin to wither and the skin on my nose 
begin to blister. I was hot and cold,  
 
This is what happens when you go outside.  
 
I dragged the mattress to the balcony and balanced it on top of the rails. I climbed 
on top. As I stood, I saw the girl with the broken legs. She looked at me as if to 
say, even I can’t fix this. And she was right. No one could.  
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The fall from grace was met by the sound of someone screaming, but when I 
landed it was silent, because I was alone. 
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Two — ‘Respecting Privacy’ 
 
 
 
 
B(e)aring All: Politicising (and problematising) the Private 
 
 
Apart from truth-telling, Truth or Dare has another obligation that 
although not formalised in any type of rule book is observed nonetheless by its 
serious players: ‘truthful’ answers to personal questions must be kept private, 
especially when the ‘truth’ involves or implicates the self of another (a sibling, 
parent, boss, lover or close friend etc). When a player confesses the intimate and 
personal – particulars about their body, feelings, secrets, sexuality – a contractual 
agreement forms between players; a spoken or silent pact that one’s secrets will be 
honoured and one’s right to confidentiality upheld. The obvious loophole here is 
that the confessant, in disclosing her own truths, may violate or infringe on the 
privacy of another.  
 
My publicity is already too much. 
…limelight is bad for me: 
the light in which I 
work best is twilight. 
 
I must be private, secret, 
as anonymous and submerged
as possible in order to write.
 
 
—Virginia Woolf to Ethel Smyth
(Woolf in Wiley 2004, 393) 
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The ethical issues surrounding privacy and its breach are difficult to 
navigate in games such as Truth or Dare, as its players appropriate both private 
and public space while playing and in doing so, reverse the traditional order of the 
private/public world. The domestic or ‘home space’ in which the confession is 
performed operates, paradoxically, as a public space rather than private space as 
the actions and expressions of those within are under constant scrutiny and 
supervision (Valentine 1996, 213). The surrounding or ‘outside space’ – the street, 
the suburb or school yard etc – constitutes private space as anonymity and 
autonomy are possible. The bedroom, therefore, as the site where the game 
unfolds, functions as ‘liminal space’ (Bain 2003, 204), that is, a site that can be 
transformed into private or public by its subject (in this case the various players). 
 
Although both spaces are formative to our experience of the world, ‘in the 
binary between public and private, privacy is often considered to precede the 
public, but in fact the two are constitutive of one another’ (Hartman 2005, 538). 
As space itself is a performance ‘frequently riven with tensions and conflicts’ 
(Massey in Valentine 1996, 213) the boundaries of the private/public dichotomy 
have become increasingly blurred. As a result, it is no longer possible to dismiss 
the public world merely as that belonging to man and the private world simply as 
that of woman. As Manisty explains,  
 
Increasingly we observe that space enters a metaphoric domain in which 
the journey and the struggle involve creating increasingly complex 
narrative strategies to express the need for psychological space. Author, 
protagonist, text become enmeshed in this process of creating new spaces 
of their own, creating new boundaries instead of being dispersed into other 
people’s spaces. 
 
(1998, 274) 
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This concept of ‘other’ space is often called into question in women’s 
confession as the confessant’s attempt to situate herself at an appropriate site of 
construction is implicated by Eakin’s notion of ‘relational identity’ (2001, 186) 
and feminism’s insistence that personal experience is not always private but 
communal. Further, the female confession evokes a wide range of cultural 
preoccupations (self/other, guilt/innocence and concealment/disclosure), all of 
which challenge existing models of privacy and question personal notions of 
ownership, individualism and freedom of expression.  
 
In this context, Eakin identifies ‘respecting privacy’ as the second rule of 
self-representation; a rule that has significant implications for discourses of 
integrity and autonomy and which Eakin himself acknowledges may be ‘at odds 
with telling the truth – indeed, with telling one’s story at all’ (2001, 118). As 
Lejeune explains,  
 
In confessing ourselves we inevitably confess those who have shared our 
life intimately…The attack on private life, which the law condemns, is the 
very basis of autobiographical writing. 
 
(Lejeune in Eakin 1999, 185) 
 
As ‘no one lives in complete isolation’ (Bok 1982, 85) and ‘no life stands entirely 
apart from another’ (Schaff 2001, 234), it seems inevitable and even appropriate 
that confession blurs the boundaries of the private/public dichotomy as ‘we are 
relational selves living relational lives’ (Eakin 1999, 161) and ‘we discover others’ 
secrets in the act of disclosing our own’ (ibid., 156).  
 
This breach, which Eakin identifies as ‘infringement of the right to privacy’ 
(2001, 114) occurs frequently in women’s confession as its main objective 
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involves the broad problematic of politicising the private. Even when the female 
confessant appears most concerned with expressing her self, she constantly refers 
back to and is tied up in the agency of other. As Nikolas Rose explains, 
‘confession binds us to others at the very moment we form our identity’ (1990, 
244). 
 
In compelling, persuading and inciting subjects to disclose themselves, 
finer and more intimate regions of personal and interpersonal life come 
under surveillance and are opened up for expert judgement, and normative 
evaluation, for classification and correction. 
 
(ibid.) 
   
According to Anne Hartman, ‘the way in which confession helps 
demarcate the distinction between the private and public strongly inflects literary 
incarnations of the form’ (2005, 538) as the confessional text intensifies the 
interpersonal tensions present in spoken confession (Keniston 2006, 53). Although 
it is assumed in literary confessions that the author confesses to a reading 
audience, the reader (as the confessor) remains absent from the scene of the 
confession and ‘cannot respond, ask for clarification, or grant absolution or 
punishment’ (ibid.). The privacy of the confession, however, is violated by the 
reader’s invisible presence which constitutes a valid breach of privacy before 
concerns about who or what is implicated are even considered. It seems literary 
confessions, as Ann Keniston suggests, are ‘meant to be overheard’ (ibid.). 
 
Although autobiography is widely regarded as an introspective genre that 
entails a commitment to this self-disclosure, many theorists still argue both male 
and female autobiographers are unlikely to reveal intimate and personal details in 
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their self-narratives (Felski 1989, 88). As Estelle Jelenik, establishing the poetics 
of the genre, first explained, 
 
 The admission of intense feelings of hate, love, and fear, the disclosure of 
 explicit sexual encounters, or the detailing of painful psychological 
 experiences are matters on which autobiographers are generally silent. 
 
(1980, 13) 
 
This reticence is certainly not the case for the female confession, however, which 
employs personal revelation to expose feelings and sentiment, and in doing so, 
‘explicitly seeks to disclose the most intimate and often traumatic details of the 
author’s life’ (Felski 1989, 88). In this attempt to uncover the political dimensions 
of personal experience and elucidate their broader implications, the female 
confessant enacts or reacts against the privacy modalities that seek to contain her 
(Gammel 1999, 2). Personal revelation functions as a resisting strategy that can be 
inscribed into the genre ‘to contradict existing gender roles and inspire an 
important sense of female identification and solidarity’ (Felski 1989, 86). As 
Felski explains, the feminist confession ‘seeks to affirm a female experience 
which has often been repressed and rendered invisible by speaking about it, and by 
writing it into existence’ (ibid., 112). 
 
This idea women’s problems are not private but communal is perhaps ‘the 
most fundamental message underling the feminist confession’ (ibid., 115) as it 
challenges ‘the long-term restriction of women to the private, personal world and 
the prevailing view that women’s lives are too ‘insignificant’ to be of literary 
interest’ (Smith and Watson 1998, 9). As women in the past have been excluded 
from autobiography and confined to the domestic world, they have not had the 
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opportunity to explore or express the female consciousness. As Marcia Landy 
explains,  
 
Women who have been segregated and powerless, have not had full access 
to language, and have not had access to the larger society beyond the 
domestic arena have continued to fulfil the myth of the silent woman in one 
form or another.  
 
(1988, 19) 
 
Gilmore also notes that ‘when the contest is waged over who can tell the truth, the 
risk of being accused of lying (or malingering, or inflating, or whining) threatens 
the writer into continued silence’ (2001, 129). 
 
The female confessant breaks this silence and disputes its virtue as what 
she discloses (or chooses to conceal) privileges a social attribution of identity that 
‘invades all areas traditionally protected by the barrier of private space’ (Melucci in 
Giddens 1991, 218). As ‘the silent woman has often been the domesticated 
woman’ (Landy 1988, 19) the confession threatens the stability of the domestic 
ideal through the access it provides to the private thoughts of the individual 
(Hartman 2005, 535). In this way, the confessant’s self-construction and 
representation exemplifies the confession’s strength as a genre which is, 
undoubtedly, its ability to communicate ‘the conflicting and contradictory aspects 
of subjectivity, the strength of desire’ and ‘the tensions between ideological 
convictions and personal feelings’ (Felski 1989, 116).  
 
While ‘writing back’ from the borderlands of these authorised cultural 
discourses, it is difficult for the female confessant ‘to clarify without falsifying 
what is strictly and unambiguously ‘my’ experience when ‘our’ experience is also 
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at stake’ (Gilmore 2001, 131). The female confessant is often socialized to believe 
she is ‘an aggressive, loud bitch if she talks too much’ (Landy 1988, 18–19) or 
dismissed as ‘a shameless self-advertiser’ (Smith and Watson 2001b, 11) who 
‘excessively and flagrantly exposes [herself], selling out and betraying [her] 
presumed desire to capture the real’ (ibid., 12). Her desire to represent herself as a 
‘real’ entity is complicated by notions she is ‘always looking at herself through the 
eyes of others’ and ‘always aware of how she is being defined by the dominant 
male culture’ (Manisty 1998, 273). This sense of alienation from her cultural 
representation compels the female confessant to tell and is often the driving force 
behind her writing.  
 
As this ‘very private experience of having a personal identity to discover, a 
personal destiny to fulfil, has become a subversive political force of major 
preoccupations’ (Roszak in Giddens 1991, 209), the female confession is often 
appropriated in the public sphere. Women’s sexual confessions, for example, are 
frequently ‘reframed and repackaged’ (Gammel 1999, 2) and then dismissed as 
exhibitionism, voyeurism or cheap entertainment.11 As Gammel explains, 
 
a history of confessional readings has created the perception of women 
obsessively confessing their secrets, reinforcing stereotypes of the female 
psyche as fragmented and, what is perhaps even worse, as ‘needy’. In 
western society, in which the self-sufficient, self-reliable bourgeois subject 
remains the ideal norm, confession easily becomes a measure of mental 
immaturity and emotional instability. 
 
(ibid., 4) 
 
                                            
11 Female confessants are often accused of walking a fine line between self-analysis and self-indulgence, and as a 
result, are often dismissed as ‘self-absorbed, private, escapist [and] non-universal’ (Ostriker 1986, 6). Although 
Christopher Lasch, in The Culture of Narcissism (1979), agrees there is a new search for intimacy in personal 
relations, he argues this endeavour is made futile by ‘the banality of pseudo self-awareness’ (1979, 71).  
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Ironically, it is the confession’s predilection for telling secrets and confessing the 
intimate and personal, that continues to drive its popularity in the dominant media 
and culture. As Gammel explains further, 
 
many readers and spectators feel uneasy about the genre’s characteristics: 
its transgressive sexual nature, its sometimes scandalous excess, and its 
breaking of the boundaries of normality. It is these characteristics which 
make it both fascinating and unsettling for its middle-class audience. 
 
(ibid., 10) 
 
 
When the female confessant finally locates her self at a safe space for 
representation, her confession often unsettles the foundations of both genre and 
gender by presenting an episodic, fragmented and non-chronological self-narrative 
that challenges the supposed ‘cohesiveness and coherence of male autobiography’ 
(Manisty 1998, 273). As autobiography is traditionally thought of as ‘a solitary 
endeavour, like crossing the ocean in a rowboat’ (Popkin 2001, 781) the female 
confession dismantles this ‘illusion of self-determination’ (Eakin 1999, 43), 
highlighting the extent to which self-narrative is ‘an inherently social 
act…dependent on other individuals’ (McCooey in Popkin 2001, 781).  
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(For)getting a Life: The Risk of Self-Revelation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Emin’s presents her bed, ‘in all its embarrassing glory’ (Saatchi Gallery 
2008) at the intersection of confession and creativity, and in doing so, her work 
typifies the ‘extraordinary naïveté’ and ‘feigned ignorance’ that often arises when 
the female confessant openly discloses her private life for public scrutiny 
(Townsend and Merck 2002, 6). In making the personal political without ‘ever 
overtly arguing that it is political’ (ibid., 12), Emin recreates the immediacy and 
intimacy of her own bedroom life and captures the ambiguous and complex nature 
of the private/public dichotomy. As Winterson explains, this ability ‘to make the 
personal into the transpersonal’ moves Emin’s bed from a site of ordinary lived 
experience to ‘a place of confrontation’ (2006, 6). 
 
 As the only explanation for the piece is a caption that reads ‘all the detritus 
of my intimate life in Berlin in 1992–93’ (Emin 1999) the rumpled bed, with its 
  ‘Tate warns that soiled bed 
exhibit may offend’  
 
 
—The Daily Telegraph
(Reynolds 1999) 
 
 
 
 
  ‘It’s Not a Dirty Bed,
It’s a Turner Prize Entry’  
 
 
—The Times
(Alberge 1999) 
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stained sheets, dirty knickers and used condoms, functions not as a ‘quintessential 
example of flagrant self-indulgence’ (Traditio et Virtus 2008, par. 1) but as ‘a 
memory museum to a specific time and place in Emin’s past’ (Smith and Watson 
2001b, 3). In this way, the bed, reworked by memory’s intervention and the 
tracing of Emin’s own presence (or lack thereof) in the soiled linen, breaches 
privacy ethics by flaunting the gendered norms of female modesty and decorum. 
The detritus around the bed, for example, which includes ‘a bewildering variety of 
pre- and post-coital sexual, reproductive and contraceptive paraphernalia – such as 
oral contraception packages, a used tampon, a ‘morning after’ pill package, a 
pregnancy-testing device and bloodied condoms’ insults conservative sensibilities 
about what is socially acceptable or presentable in the public sphere (Brown 2006, 
100).  
  
 According to Neil Brown, ‘the stigma that attaches to Emin for these 
transgressions is greater for her being a female who has chosen to ignore 
prohibitions against disreputability’ (ibid., 102). My Bed’s constant references to 
promiscuity, abortion, alcoholism and mental illness are often considered gross or 
vulgar ‘insults to the proper order of things’ (ibid., 101) and read as moral failings 
and indications of personal damage rather than spiritual despair or existential 
crisis. Although Emin attempts, like many female confessants, to make ‘a 
conscious reclamation of female identity’ through a ‘transgressive voyeurism of 
the self’ (Smith in Betterton 2002, 30), her attempts are made futile by 
descriptions of her work as unmediated, gross and offensive. As Smith and Watson 
explain, ‘nice girls, well-bought-up-girls, simply do not rehearse their intimate 
lives in public, yet alone display the sordid leavings of them’ (2001b, 11).  
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Emin also transgresses privacy rules by connecting her bed to key 
experiences and rites of passages such as being born, sleeping, having sex, giving 
birth and dying, man of which are traditionally perceived as private events. While 
Slater’s bed is a symbol of solitude, for example, Emin’s unmade bed represents 
sex and the implications of confessing through an seemingly ‘unrefined’ 
autobiographical form and bedroom object. Emin uses the bed to present herself as 
a sexually active woman and to construct sex not as ‘an antidote to singularity’ 
(Merck 2002, 128) but as a medium for unstitching the seams of gender. As Merck 
explains, 
 
[Emin’s] bed may be a double bed, the bed for the couple and coupling, but 
that only makes it a more potent figure of longing and abandonment. 
Moreover, its stained linen can be read to represent the dangers sex still 
represents for women – virginity undone, reputation lost, desire supplanted 
by disgust.  
 
(ibid.) 
 
 Despite My Bed’s inextricability in this agency of other, however, the work 
suggests singular ownership, that is, the existence of a lone person to whom the 
bed belongs.  
 
Despite its public exhibition and discussion, despite the crowds that queued 
at the Tate, despite the universality ascribed to the artist’s work by critics 
who read it as ‘reflections on the crummy pathos of the human condition’, 
it remains My Bed, not Our Bed.  
 
(ibid.) 
 
For many critics and most viewers, the denotative function of ‘my’ indicates the 
owner of My Bed is Emin herself. Her presence in the work, marked only by her 
absence – ‘no Emin, no note, no last words’ (Brown 2006, 102) – is now a 
trademark of women’s confession as many female confessants employ anonymous, 
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unnamed narrators, refuse to use their ‘proper name’ and paradoxically, strive to 
convey spontaneity and simplicity in their work.   
 
 Emin’s use of ‘My’ however, questions the boundaries the separate self 
from other, as My is a personal pronoun that can be appropriated by any speaker.  
  
Hence the journalists’ replies to My Bed: What about his bed? Her bed? 
What about my bed? Or, to move from the metaphor to the implicit 
meaning, what about my subjectivity? My body? My art? My suffering? 
 
(ibid., 127) 
 
This fluidity of identity was fully crystallised when two Chinese artists, Cai Yuan 
and Xi Jianjun, jumped on Emin’s bed and staged a pillow fight for bystanders. 
Although both artists attributed their performance to Emin, naming their antics 
Two Naked Men Jump on Tracey’s Bed, their work politicised the personal terrains 
of subjectivity on a public stage and in doing so, undermined notions of 
individualism and possession. The ownership of My Bed, for example, was 
transferred, momentarily, to the two artists, and the bed was no longer Emin’s. As 
Cherry explains, this dramatic interaction ‘transformed My Bed materially and 
semiotically, spilling its meanings over the borderline of confessional art and 
personal experience’ (ibid., 147).  
 
Like Emin, Slater also crosses the boundaries of the private/public world 
by connecting her bed(s) to what she chooses to reveal or conceal about her 
‘bitchy and depressing’ mother (2000, 141). In her opening pages, Lauren 
foregrounds her mother as a flamboyant alcoholic who ‘drank and drank’ (ibid., 
17) but ‘never stumbled or slurred’ (ibid., 18), situating her drinking habit firmly 
within, and arising from, her confinement in the domestic setting. 
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My mother was many things, a round-robin tennis player with an excellent 
serve, a hostess, a housewife, a schemer, an ideologue, she wanted to free the 
Russian Jews, educate the Falashas, fly on the Concorde, drink at the Ritz. 
She did drink, but not at the Ritz. She drank in the den or in her bedroom, 
always with an olive in her glass. 
 
(ibid., 5) 
 
As Lauren constantly resigns to bed rest after fitting, her mother’s drinking 
problems escalate and the bedroom becomes the common space that both women 
share. When the nuns at St. Christopher’s teach Lauren ‘how to fall’ (ibid, 52), for 
example, she initially resists, convinced her mother would disapprove and insistent 
she is ‘not that kind of girl’ (ibid., 50). Here, Lauren’s constant fear of ‘falling’ 
and ‘lying’ or ‘sinking and rising’ are always connected to the bed as it symbolises 
her fractured identity. For Lauren, the bed represents her unique individuality – 
her ‘private words’ and ‘places apart from her mother’ – and the genetic seams 
that bind mother and daughter together (ibid., 32).  
 
“Will you fall today?” the physical therapists said to me.  
“Lauren, will you fall?”  
 
I did everything I could to be good. I baked bread, scoured the floors, 
memorized the names of famous epileptics. “Julius Caesar. Napoleon 
Bonaparte. George Friedrich Handel.” I could learn it all except for falling, 
because I was a marionette, and even hundreds of miles away, it was her 
huge hand that held me up.  
 
At night, lying in my dorm bed, after the holy water and evening prayers, I 
took the owl out. He had yellow eyes, and I soon discovered they glowed in 
the dark. In the dark my mother’s owl watched me, its shining eyes, the 
rustle of its feathers as it said, Fly.  
 
(ibid., 50–51) 
 
As the narrative unfolds, Slater continues to deliberately undermine the 
privacy rule by using the bedroom space to expose the strained and deteriorating 
relationship between her mother and her ‘ineffectual’ father (ibid., 141). While 
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holidaying in Barbados, for example, Lauren sneaks into their hotel room one 
morning and describes in explicit detail, the widening (and even literal) gap 
between her parents.  
 
They were lying on their separate sides of the bed. My mother was curled 
on her side, my father on his back in boxer shorts. What was it that gave 
this moment its particular horror for me? They were two people in bed, 
bored in bed, hardly a tragedy, nothing like Northern Ireland, or Panama. 
 
But I froze… 
 
Slowly, my mother turned, opened her eyes. She seemed to be entirely 
awake, as though she’d been waiting for me. She seemed monstrous. She 
did not say a word. Just saw me standing there and stared, as if to say, “So 
now you see”. 
 
(ibid., 15–16) 
 
In this scene, the bed clearly functions as a screen that allows Lauren to filter 
various guises of the ‘normal world’ (ibid., 4) and ‘see’ the ‘fears and holes’ of the 
adult world (ibid., 198). The bed symbolises her journey towards self-hood; it is a 
vehicle that transports her from childhood to adulthood, between the polarities of 
innocence and shame. When Lauren is accepted to Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference, 
for example, she becomes involved with a ‘famous writer’ whose name and 
indentifying features she has to change ‘because of the unhappy and damning events 
that came to pass’ (ibid., 119). Here, Slater, like Emin, explores bed as sex, an 
important and obvious bed activity that signals Lauren’s sexual maturity and her 
estrangement not only from her past, but herself.  
 
And yet, the first person I was ever physically close to did not know about 
my history with epilepsy. Why is that? Sex itself is a convulsion, a kind of 
tortured twist when, for a few seconds, your head arced back, you’re ugly. 
Sometimes, later, when I did have sex with Christopher, I would find him 
staring up at me, a look of distaste in his eyes. 
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(ibid., 127–28) 
 
As Lauren becomes infatuated with the ‘fifty-something-year-old’ (ibid., 137), she 
discovers ‘there are many places other than home’ (ibid., 60) and in this 
realisation, the bed serves as the ultimate symbol of beginnings. It represents her 
independence as a woman and at the same time, the roots to which she longs to 
return.  
 
I had come to the point where I’d risk my life for him. and I saw how 
stupid, stupid I was. I wanted to tell the bus driver to turn around. I wanted 
my own bed back, that narrow dorm bed becoming mine if I would only let 
it. 
 
(ibid., 155) 
 
 
 
 
 Similarly, the autobiographical nature of The Yellow Wallpaper and the 
obvious parallels between the lives of both author and narrator, undermine the 
interior/exterior dichotomy by situating a personal account of female confinement 
within a male dominated society, medical community and literary market. Writing 
for a real but invisible audience, Gilman’s narrator only tells her story because she 
is convinced she is writing on ‘dead paper’ (Gilman 1892, 3). This description of 
the paper as ‘dead’ engages with the symbolic significance of the ‘living’ 
wallpaper, which encircles the bedroom walls in shapes that ‘plunge off at 
outrageous angles’ and ‘destroy themselves in unheard-of contradictions’ (ibid., 
5).  
 
 Despite her diary’s lifelessness, however, Gilman’s narrator constantly 
refers to ‘the others’ in her confession and is constantly attributed ‘otherness’ by 
her husband ‘Dear John!’ who refers to her, cooingly, as his ‘little girl’ or ‘blessed 
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little goose’. The narrator’s frantic descriptions of the ‘creeping women’ (ibid., 
18) behind the wallpaper adds to this sense of ‘otherworldliness’ and allows 
Gilman to establish antagonism between the narrator and her sister-in-law Jennie, 
‘the perfect and enthusiastic housekeeper’ who ‘hopes for no better profession’ 
(ibid., 8). Although Jennie is ‘secretly affected’ by the paper (ibid., 16) and 
touches it with an ‘inextricable look’ (ibid., 13) she becomes John’s accomplice in 
repressing the narrator, and thus, the narrator remains the only character fully 
captive and confined to its patterns. ‘There are things in the wallpaper that nobody 
knows about but me’ (ibid., 11) she writes, ‘I find it hovering in the dining-room, 
skulking in the parlor, hiding in the hall, lying in wait for me on the stairs’ (ibid., 
14).  
 
 As she begins to oscillate between being ‘unreasonably’ and ‘positively’ 
angry about her disposition, she enters a space of heightened self-awareness where 
she realises ‘her most private sentiments can easily be exploited and distorted, 
much like Gilman’s own personal life’ (Eldstein 2007, 82).  
I am getting angry enough to do something desperate. To jump out of the 
window would be admirable exercise, but the bars are too strong even to 
try.  
Besides I wouldn’t do it. Of course not. I know well enough that a step like 
that is improper and might be misconstrued.  
(Gilman 1892, 18) 
 
This weariness about her behaviour being ‘misconstrued’ manifests itself in the 
bedroom space and emphasises the watchful patriarchy that plagued the writing 
process of both Gilman and her narrator. As Edelstein explains,  
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the narrator’s anxiety about the impropriety of literally throwing herself 
outside of the domestic realm calls to mind the criticism that Gilman 
herself received for being a mother who maintained such a public 
professional existence. 
 
(2007, 83) 
  
 According to Julie Dock, the real villain in The Yellow Wallpaper, 
however, is neither John nor ‘an anonymous male physician’ but ‘the celebrated 
neurologist S. Weir Mitchell, under whose supervision Gilman endured the famous 
rest cure’ (1996, 61). In aligning her story with her own ‘nervousness’, Gilman 
makes public a very personal account of her own near madness and in doing so, 
challenges the conventions of her time, particularly the ‘rest cure’ that the 
common treatment for ‘nervous’ women. In her afternote, for example, Gilman 
describes how her physician sent her home with ‘the solemn advice to live as 
domestic a life as far as possible,’ to ‘have but two hours’ intellectual life a day,’ 
and ‘never to touch pen, brush, or pencil again’ (Gilman 1913, 20). Gilman’s 
narrator, also disturbed by this predication, is driven to express herself, ‘in spite of 
the wallpaper’ perhaps even ‘because of the wallpaper’ (Gilman 1892, 9). ‘I don’t 
know why I should write this,’ she explains, ‘I don’t want to. I don’t feel able’ 
(ibid., 10). In this way, her confession operates as a subversive device, situated 
within the domestic space that is not able to contain it, ‘I’ve got out at last’ the 
narrator exclaims, ‘in spite of you and Jane. And I’ve pulled off most of the paper, 
so you can’t put me back!’ (ibid., 19).  
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The Trouble: ‘I can’t separate myself from others.’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As ‘a legitimate expositor’ (Krauth 2002, 4) of my own work and a 
creative writing looking outwards from within, I began composing this piece not 
for an anonymous reading audience but for myself, or more precisely, my past 
self. 
  
Upon setting out, however, there was clearly something blocking my 
ability to tell this story, perhaps ‘remembered scoldings and punishments’ for 
saying something that ‘should not be said’ (hooks 1994, 429). I was concerned that 
in writing, the bond between A and I would be lost or broken, yet I wanted to tell 
our story (or at least my version of it). I was torn. I convinced myself I could 
somehow extract myself from the piece and draw on imagination to craft a 
confessional piece with fictitious elements but the real always crept back in; there 
was always ‘the intruding traces, those elements of real life however 
distinguished’ (ibid.).  
 
Grace was not that different to the girl with 
the broken legs. I knew that. She was 
broken in other places. I let grace sleep in 
my bed, however, because when we were 
together, there was only one of us. A single 
entity, unbroken unity. One. The first 
natural number. 
 
 
—I fell from grace and landed on her mattress
(Cantrell 2008, 54)
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My hesitation then, was not about whether to confess but about what to tell 
and why, and in how much detail. This time spent ‘deep disquiet about personal 
identity’ (Giddens 1991, 217) continued to shape the narrative as the longer I 
postponed the writing process, the further the removed my memories and my 
writing self were becoming. Further, as I experienced little trouble confessing this 
story ‘in real life’ and indeed, had begun to do so in the months leading up to 
writing, it seemed the real difficulty was cementing the confession into existence, 
which for a creative writer meant turning it into a narrative. As bell hooks, 
reflecting on writing her own life-story explains, ‘To talk about one’s life – that I 
could do. To write about it, to leave a trace – that was frightening’ (hooks 1994, 
430). 
 
That fear became excitement when I discovered Jamaica Kincaid’s The 
Autobiography of My Mother (1996). The text necessitates rethinking about 
representing ‘other’ selves and poses questions about ‘restor(y)ing agency through 
representing an other’ (Donnell 1999, 130). Kincaid writes, 
 
This account of my life has been an account of my mother’s life as much as 
it has been an account of mine, and even so, again it is an account of the 
life of the children I did not have, as it is their account of me. In me is the 
voice I never heard, the face I never saw, the being I came from. In me are 
the voices that should have come out of me, the faces I never allowed to 
form, the eyes I never allowed to see me. This account is an account of the 
person who was never allowed to be and an account of the person I did not 
allow myself to become.  
 
(1996, 227–28) 
 
After reading this passage, I found myself questioning ‘where the thresholds 
between our voices and those of others fall’ (Donnell 1999, 127). Suddenly, the 
initial fears I had about authorship and ownership, or more specifically, about 
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connecting my stories to those of another had vanished. As a female confessant 
recounting a private story of love and loss, a story inextricably bound up in another, 
Kincaid’s text cemented the idea that confession, as an act of power is indeed one 
that can be empowering. While the female confessant is often paralysed by ‘an 
awareness’ she cannot speak for another, in accepting this injunction, she also 
accepts the silence of many (ibid., 135).  
 
I decided then to break this silence, aligning my confession with Eakin’s 
idea ‘we are relational selves living relational lives’ (1999, 55). After detailing 
each scene, I found myself questioning precisely what did or didn’t happen, 
recording the embellishments and inconsistencies, and turning the discourse of 
privacy inward: surveillance became self-surveillance and censorship became self-
censorship. As the words began to swirl on the page, the confession unfolded, 
allowing me as both woman and writer to open myself up to an unspecified future 
and reintegrate my life with others.  
 
In light of this reintegration, the employment of the bed as the site of 
resistance was a purposeful attempt to mark out the public-private boundary and then 
intentionally transgress it. Emin’s troubling of the ‘rules’ of female decorum was 
important here, as it validated my own use of the bed as a vehicle through which I 
could uncover my own undisguised experience; recreating the intimacies of my 
personal life in a work that for many, may be shocking and provocative. What became 
interesting about the bed then was not its reproduction of actuality, but the meaning 
given to that reality by the imaginative pattern of narrative. Indeed, the confessional 
‘with one foot lingering in the intimate bed of the personal’ (Smith and Watson 
2001b, 2) became ‘a conspicuous staging area for the public world’ (ibid., 3).  
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While the confession that formed called into question the usual suspects – 
sex, secrets, scandal – it emerged essentially as a story of loss; a loss that was no 
longer private but now public and readily accessible. As I became perplexed by 
my urge to confess and unsure why I couldn’t ‘just hide it and shut up’ (Hughes 
1995, 75), I realised the confession was not mine alone, but that without it I didn’t 
have a story. I felt, while writing the piece, that I was writing over an already 
written story and that in confessing I had extracted ‘something unnamed within’ 
(Rich 1979, 191) and it was no longer mine. Indeed, in ‘re-writing you’ I wrote 
‘myself anew’ (hooks 1990, 343).  
 
Upon completion, I realised my attempt to separate myself from others had 
failed, however the confession read ‘not as an act of violation but of respect’ 
(Eakin 1999, 184). I felt, in telling, I had ‘rescued the little girl who had to be 
annihilated for the woman to come into being’ (hooks 1994, 432) and in doing so, 
reclaimed a part of me that I rejected long ago. Yet even this process of liberation 
was tangled in the knotty issue of privacy. Like Annie Ernaux, who claims ‘she 
writes to free herself, and yet also admits that she does not want to be freed’ 
(Merleau 2004, 86), I felt I had made the personal political with each step away 
from the bedroom. Yet at the same time, the bed remained the fixed space for the 
story’s retrieval and the most vivid place for the confession to be uncovered.  
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In the hours before, the batteries of time ran empty. The clock broke. The minutes 
stretched across the wall. First light sliced through the trees like an axe and 
splintered over me, cutting my arms and face. I got out of bed to shut the window, 
and draw the curtains, and check the deadbolt.   
 
But the hole was already there.  
 
As I moved, the room filled with emptiness and the hot breath of a broken air con. 
Daylight returned from wherever it hides in winter and danced shapelessly on the 
walls around me. At the window, I could not lift the pane, or loosen the latch, or 
find my face in the glass. All I could see was my mother, and my grandmother, 
and the worn colours of a morning that had woken us all.  
 
Later, a round man with pouchy cheeks and a string of letters after his name told 
me this was not possible.  
 
‘Why don’t you try,’ he said, glancing at his golf clubs, ‘to tell me exactly what 
happened?’ 
 
But in the straight lines of the round man’s office, I could not, still cannot, 
separate the hours. There was no sequence. I cannot remember if it was Monday or 
Tuesday, or if I slept the night before. I don’t know where I ate breakfast, or who 
passed the milk, or whether it was skim, or if I knew even then, that none of this 
mattered. All I remember about my unravelling is that it happened quickly, and 
was marked like many milestones are, by a silence that pointed backward.  
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Years ago, when Sister Margaret died and science was added to the school 
curriculum, the board sent a letter home to our parents. The letter said that all 
girls, except those whose mothers died over the summer, would study the body 
next semester. In class that spring we were given a scalpel and cutting board, and a 
kidney or liver in a silver dish. We took turns at rinsing the organs, and making 
incisions, and separating the fat from the skin. On a piece of butcher paper on the 
back wall, we matched warning sign to cause of death, using a ruler and red pen. 
 
As I sat on the bed that morning, the ceiling hung lower than usual. A line of 
cockroaches crawled out from between the bricks and rallied each other down the 
wall. Below, the floor was covered in cracks and things I had never seen before. 
Broken wind chimes. A used tampon. Something that looked like snot. On the 
butcher paper behind my eyelids, I drew a line from vision loss to brain disease 
and opened my eyes. The cracks widened. I lifted my feet and held my breath, and 
waited for the cancer to spread. 
 
On cue, the skin between my toes ripped open and the ligaments curled out like 
pink ribbons. My hands caught on the bedpost’s abstract hooks. The bones in my 
back splintered through my shirt and soaked into the mattress like spilt milk. My 
flesh became the fabric of the bed and I was unable to move.  
 
I didn’t call for help. I knew what I had to do. Or at least, what would happen. I 
had seen my father catch farm mice when I was younger. Sometimes, the sound of 
the trap going off would wake me in the middle of the night, and in the morning I 
would find the shoebox or plastic bag in the kitchen. Some mornings were good 
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mornings however, and the trap was still empty but the cheese was missing, or the 
striking bar had sprung on itself, or the temptation was skipped altogether.  
 
I knew if I did not dismantle the bed, one or two things would happen. The 
mattress and I, unable to support each other, would swell and sink through the 
floor, or the earth would open up and take us, sheets and all.  
 
Carefully, I removed the pillows, and pulled back the covers, and scrunched the 
sheets one by one.  
 
Outside, the sunflowers surrendered to the heat of summer and fell sideways 
toward the shade. The sky was a brighter blue than usual. Cotton wool clouds 
rested on red roofs and on the street where I lived, there was a sun shower. The 
earthy smell of nectar and damp soil floated in from the yard, promising Autumn 
and colourless gardens. 
 
I dug further. As I stripped the sheets, I discovered where all the missing socks 
went. I also found in the depths of the bottom, four bobby pins, another bloodstain 
and an old Doctor’s prescription.  
 
Nothing useful.  
 
I smiled, unknowingly, and removed the plastic. 
 
That’s when I found it. The hole. It was long, longer than me, and as deep as a 
fishpond. It was toxic green and burnt so far into the mattress I was certain if I lay 
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in it I would drown. I bent over the opening and ran my hands along the slopes, 
removing the fluff and loose threads. 
 
As I leaned further in, the green jam inside the hole started to boil and the smell of 
burning chillies floated into the air. I couldn’t breathe or swallow. The fabric in 
the hole became old and frayed, and its strings twisted around my arms like 
shooting vines. I couldn’t find my hands or feel my fingers. The flap in my throat 
opened and closed. My breath floated away from me.  
 
In those moments without air, and there were six and a half of them, I thought the 
hole was a prank.  
 
Some kind of sick joke.  
 
My grandfather carved the bed out of an oak tree that was struck by lightning in 
our backyard. It was a wedding present to my grandmother. When she died, my 
mother called Aunts I had never met before, women with strange names like Prue 
and Janet, and they gathered on our drive way like carol singers. They came with 
suggestions, and potato salad, and mountains of egg and lettuce sandwiches. They 
stood at the kitchen sink with their eyes to the distance and their backs to the 
children. They made so many cups of tea that long after they left, I still found 
mugs, mouldy and half full, scattered in obscure places.  
 
They emptied the cupboards under the stairs, and watered the plants, and scrubbed 
the floors with hot water and disinfectant. They tried to make sense of the left-over 
pieces and all the unnamed things within them. But all my grandmother left in this 
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world was a packet of liquorice and her bingo numbers, and it was the plainness 
that scared them.  
 
When they returned to the kitchen, I removed my grandmother’s bingo dabbers 
from the trash. They were cheap and tacky, and rarely lucky, but they were full 
and wonderful, and smelt of lemons and lavender, and all the other colours I 
would soon forget. That afternoon, the women, at the instructions of my mother, 
squashed my grandmother’s clothes into a black garbage bag, just one, and 
dumped it in a bin behind Bi-lo.  
 
The only thing she kept was the bed.  
 
Years later, I stayed with my Aunt in her farmhouse just outside the city and we 
collected wildflowers from the fields and walked to my grandmother’s grave. 
Before the broken stone and wild grass, I thought about my mother and my 
grandmother and the things that kept us apart. 
 
‘Was mum different before?’ I asked. 
‘Yes,’ my Aunt sighed. ‘It changed her.’ 
‘How?’ I asked, laying down the flowers. 
‘She started baking cakes,’ my Aunt said, ‘and then she spent a lot of time lying in 
that bed. And about it.’ 
 
In the hole that morning, I remembered the women who raised me, but forgot who 
I was and who I had been, and felt wonder at having even survived so far. The 
hole wasn’t mine. I knew that. I wasn’t there in the beginning. I didn’t see the 
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black clouds gather, or the light open the sky, or the tree catch on fire. Not 
everything I owned belonged to me. The hole was sculpted by familiar hands and 
shaped by my curves and turns but my body was still changing. The hole bore the 
weight of something heavier, someone who stirred more during the night. I hadn’t 
lost enough, so I didn’t weigh enough to fit. 
 
There was hope. 
 
I left the room. I followed the track of carpet into the kitchen. I took my father’s 
steak knife out of the top drawer. And then I returned to the hole and I cut it open. 
 
The first time I did this, the first time I found hope, I was five years old and 
unaware I was looking. My mother was down the road playing for any line. My 
father was next door playing house. I saw the beanbag in the spare room. It was 
strange and shaped like a jellybean. I wanted to see what was inside. I opened my 
craft box and took out the orange scissors. I trimmed my hair, and a few nails, to 
check the blade was sharp enough. I sat on the bag and sliced, very carefully, 
through the seams underneath. My mother had taught me to cut inside the lines 
and this was no exception. 
 
When the hole was big enough to see what was inside, I squealed and turned on 
the fan. I had never seen snow before. Millions of tiny snowballs swarmed above 
me, and around me, and caught in my hair. While I danced, my brother crawled 
out of his playpen and into my blizzard. One of the snowflakes got stuck in his 
throat and his face turned blue.  
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At first, I thought he was just cold so I wrapped him in a blanket in his cot. I 
patted him softly, the way my mother taught me, but he made rude choking noises 
and started clenching his fingers and toes. Even with the dummy back in, I could 
not get him to hush. I called out to the woman next door and asked her to please 
send my father home, and that no, it could not wait. 
 
My father was a simple man who fell asleep at dinner and never went to Church. 
On his way home, he stopped to pat Mrs. Peppecelli’s dog, and admire her new 
perm, and pull a weed or two out of her garden. When he found us crouched 
behind the empty bag, he took his watch off and locked the door behind him. He 
hit me across the face and took my brother somewhere in the car. Later that week, 
mum told Mrs Peppecelli that my father didn’t like things beginning with S, like 
slurpees or surprises. Or snow. 
 
The beanbag filling was not that different to the latex in the hole. Both were white 
and as damp as mushroom. As I worked that morning, as I cut through the hole, it 
expanded and foamed at the edges. I ripped the stuffing out in big handfuls. It 
looked like fairy floss. Woolly mountains gathered around me and as I worked, I 
wondered what my mother would say if she saw them. 
 
Look what you’ve done.  
Now where are you going to sleep?  
 
I didn’t know. I didn’t care. I emptied the bed of its cloudy contents and crawled 
underneath what was left. On my back, I found the waste that fed the hole. The 
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rotten wood. The thick dust. The broken springs that hung like curly fries. I 
couldn’t fix them. I couldn’t fix any of this. The damage was too extensive.  
 
Around the time I lost hope, a man with no hair entered the room.  
 
‘It’s just me,’ he said, and then ‘what the hell have you done?’ 
 
I said nothing.  
 
The man left. 
 
He returned a couple of minutes later with a walkman attached to his hip and a 
vacuum following behind. He sucked up the scraps, stopping now and then to 
shake his head or empty the bag. Afterward, he dusted off the cupboards, and lined 
the shoes, and folded all my T-shirts. I watched silently. When the other woman 
who lived here returned sometime later, she screamed and hit the man with a 
newspaper. She pulled me out by the shirt and I cracked my head on the tiles. It 
bled for a while.  
 
At the sink, the woman held a bag of frozen peas against my head and offered me 
a mug of something brown. I tried to tell her about the hole. She was kind and I 
wanted her to understand. 
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‘Well it’s Christmas soon’ she said. ‘Just wait and see if you feel better.’ 
 
By the time the reindeer returned and the radio started belting out songs about 
peace and mistletoe, the hole had moved. To my ear. To the Tupperware. To the 
back of the television. The hole fractured my day into soaring highs and winding 
lows, but no matter how high I climbed or far I travelled, I always tripped on 
something subtle and fell back down. Even outside, the hole popped up on the 
driveway like a puddle I couldn’t walk over or around. The hole became so deep 
and so wide that soon I couldn’t remember what it was like without it. 
 
On the first day of the New Year, I was sitting on the washing machine when the 
man with no hair grabbed me. 
‘You still look like shit’ he said. ‘What’s with you?’ 
He threw a dress at me and carried my clothes away in a basket. 
 
I slipped my nightie off and sat naked on the washing machine, careful not to fall 
in. I thought about getting changed but I couldn’t remember whose dress I was 
holding, or hiding, and for the first time, did not want to wear something that 
wasn’t mine. When the man came back, he dropped his bottle of Spray n’ Wipe 
and stared at my chest.  
 
‘When did you get those?’ he asked. 
I said nothing. 
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‘When did you get those?’ 
I was born with them.  
‘Are there only two?’ 
Yes. 
‘They’re not birth marks’ he said quietly. ‘They’re scars.’ 
The man left early that day, before the yellow bus went past and the show with the 
hourglass started. When the woman with the peas returned and saw the dishes still 
stained with fish crumbs and sauce, she picked up the phone and directed her 
anger down the line at a face she couldn’t see.  
 
‘What do you mean you’re not coming back?’ she said. 
 
Outside, the world spun past without me. The wind was missing. The street fell 
silent. Old men rocked soundlessly on porches, their wives bent in half over 
vegetable gardens, collecting tomatoes in empty jars. Some kids I recognised from 
somewhere threw a Frisbee across the sky, jumping and smiling until it caught on 
a branch. I thought about getting the rake out of the shed and knocking it down, 
but the children scared me.  
 
They didn’t see the hole.  
 
When I returned to my room that evening the bed was still there. When I woke the 
next morning it was still December, always the first day of December, and the 
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roaches were in the lampshade, crawling round and round, and the ceiling was 
falling closer.  
 
But even the hole, with its usual rifts and frayed edges, has become familiar. It is a 
part of me but apart from me. It is mine but not mine alone. At night, before bed, I 
worry sometimes about falling, about sinking right through. But I would not go 
back. To the seamless fabric. Or the plain walls.  
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Three — ‘Displaying Normalcy’  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Speaking the Unspeakable: Talking Up (and back) 
 
 
 
While most players of Truth or Dare are implicated by issues of privacy, 
those who choose ‘dare’ are confronted with a different set of challenges, each of 
which pertain to, and are permitted and policed by, the oppositional discourses of 
normality and deviation. Although the game incorporates a diversity of dare types 
(the double dare, the party dare, the dice dare etc) the standard typically includes 
some degree of personal risk or danger for the dared player, whether it be physical, 
emotional or psychological. This threat is encapsulated in and emerges from a set 
task the dare maker designs specifically to tease, taunt or torment the dare taker. 
Such tasks range from simple acts of expression or movement to more complex 
challenges that move out of the bedroom space and into the public arena.  
 
Whatever is unnamed, undepicted in images, 
whatever is omitted from biography, censored 
in collections of letters, whatever is misnamed 
as something else, made difficult-to-come-by, 
whatever is buried in the memory by the 
collapse of meaning under an inadequate or 
lying language – this will become, not merely 
unspoken, but unspeakable. 
 
 
—On Lies, Secrets, and Silence
(Rich 1979, 199) 
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In this public space, where others can be consciously or unconsciously 
involved, the dare’s set level of shame or humiliation is intensified by the presence 
of a viewing public, their response or reaction to its performance and their 
participation or contribution in it. The classic dare, for example, is designed 
intentionally to embarrass the dare taker by taking a public space as its site for 
performance and typically encoding a set of actions or expressions that flout 
cultural constructs of what is deemed ‘normal’, acceptable or reasonable 
behaviour. This ‘deviant’ behaviour commonly occurs in dares involving indecent 
exposure, self-inflicted pain, torture, explicit sexual acts or any number of tasks 
designed to challenge perceived gender roles. When the dare is completed 
successfully, however, its devaluing function often fails: the dare-taker receives 
status amongst the group; admired by other players for their bold defiance and 
breach of cultural norms. 
 
 
In this context of power and resistance, Eakin defines the final rule of self-
representation ‘displaying normalcy’ (2001, 119) as ‘the obligation to display a 
normative model of personhood’ (ibid.). The transgression of this rule, he argues, 
is ‘surely involuntary’ especially when compared to ‘the wilfulness involved in 
distorting the truth or invading privacy’ (ibid., 114). As Eakin explains, 
 
With this last rule, it’s not so much a question of what one has done but 
what one is: one is judged by others to be lacking in the very nature of 
one’s being in a profound and disabling way. The issue of normalcy points 
up the difficulty of finding appropriate terms to characterize the constraints 
that govern self-narration.  
 
(ibid., 119) 
 
Eakin’s identification of the normalcy rule raises concerns about the limits and 
requirements of genre and gender by directly identifying the central question 
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underlying all three rules: ‘what are the prerequisites in our culture for being a 
person, for having and telling a life story?’ (ibid., 114) 
 
Lejeune, in The Autobiographical Pact (1989), was the first to establish an 
essentially historical element of self, insisting ‘a contract of identity’ (Lejeune in 
Eakin 1989, 19) exists between reader and writer in which the author has a formal 
obligation to narrate ‘directly’ as ‘the essence of being is registered’ (ibid., 21). As 
Frédéric Regard points out, the obvious flaw in Lejeune’s theory lies in its basic 
premise: 
 
what is particular to the autobiographical subject implies an infallible 
identification of the author with the narrator and the character in the 
narrative, an inter-identification covered and guaranteed by the proper 
name on the book jacket. Lejeune considers this proper name as the 
honored signature. 
 
(2002, 3) 
 
Often attacked on this point by critics Lejeune describes as ‘the rubbish 
deconstructionists who charge forward, heads lowered, like well-trained bulls, as 
soon as someone waves the red flag of sincerity’ (Lejeune in Regard 2002, 3), the 
pact is now read and regarded as nothing more than ‘a promise of sincerity’ (ibid.).  
 
Still, this promise has implications for the female confessant who seeks to 
probe the limits of sincerity through confessional texts and performances that 
flaunt ‘the norms of modesty about self-disclosure, self-presentation, and 
experiential history’ (Smith and Watson 2001b, 11). As the confession remains 
‘the necessary, though risky, act through which one lays bare one’s most intimate 
self, to know oneself and to make oneself known’ (Brooks 2000, 9), this idea of 
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unmasking self and awakening to limitations as a woman has recently become a 
trend in female confession.  
 
Functioning as an injunction to render into language what is culturally 
unspeakable, ‘the things it would be impossible to tell anyone else, the things 
people write books about’ (Foucault 1990, 59), the female confession negotiates 
the discourse of normality by interrogating and redefining the space (or lack of) 
traditionally assigned to women in autobiography. The Life of Frances Power 
Cobbe (1894), for example, ‘as told by herself’, is prefaced with a conventionally 
modest claim: 
 
My life has been domestic and quiet. I have no events to record that could 
interest the public, my only motive in writing it, is to show my country 
women that self-education is possible.  
 
(Cobbe in Mitchell 2007, 136) 
 
As women have been frequently excluded in self-narrative and displaced as 
madwomen or misfits, many female confessants now purposefully construct ‘self’ 
as ‘other’ in an attempt to undermine the traditional aims and functions of 
autobiography as a genre ‘founded upon principles of identity’ (Gilmore 1994a,  
18). As the performance of self-narration implies that one’s identity is in working 
order, ‘this performance easily becomes a primary criterion for normalcy’ (Eakin 
2001, 121). The female confessant negotiates this principle by privileging her 
confession as an undisguised experience that is episodic and fragmented instead of 
chronological and linear.  
 
As self-narrative is grounded in authority, it is hardly surprising that it is 
frequently women who question this authority as they have been traditionally 
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expected to submit and surrender to it. In an act of resistance, many female 
confessants inscribe parody and playfulness in their confessions to function as 
subversive devices that resist socially imposed roles and expose ‘the male genre’s 
misogynistic conventions’ (Gammel 1995, 154). As Manisty explains,  
 
[women] have no interest in hiding the gaps in the temporal and spatial 
dimensions as far as their texts are concerned. Rather than overlook or 
enfold into a narrative of synthesis any hint of the desperate and the 
disassociated, this becomes the very fabric of their writing. 
 
(1998, 275) 
 
 
In telling suppressed and silenced stories (most of which are set in clinical 
or institutionalised settings) the female confessant struggles to articulate or narrate 
a ‘stable’ account of self because what the dominant culture deems a ‘normal’ 
performance of identity is often at odds with her structural and stylistic choices of 
confession. Her self-representation in the confessional text is often dismissed as 
‘insignificant’ or ‘trivial’ because the female confessant, unlike her male 
counterpart, is more concerned with posing rather than answering epistemological 
questions. As Gilmore explains, 
 
the nearly defining and absorbing interest of many feminisms in identity 
seems driven by an entrenched performance anxiety where the questions 
‘Who am I?’ and ‘Who are we?’ are raised simultaneously with ‘What shall 
we do?’ How we understand the world of possibilities contained within 
identifications between who ‘we are’ and what ‘we shall do’ has defined 
feminist praxis across political and theoretical divisions. 
 
(1994, 230) 
 
In the confessant’s search for answers to questions about herself, the world and her 
place in it, traces of uncertainty and ambivalence emerge in the text and as a 
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result, the self that is written into existence is fragmented and fluid rather than 
fixed and unchangeable. 
 
 As ‘the very point of feminist confession is to confront the more 
unpalatable aspects of female experience as general problems, not to present 
idealized women as positive role models’ (Felski 1989, 106) the discourse of 
normalcy also embodies the constraints that govern gender. As Walsh explains, 
 
female cannot therefore be equal, neither can she be valued as different: she 
is intrinsically ‘defective’ and shameful. And if a female manifests ‘gender’ 
hybridity in these terms, she is presumably either unclassifiable or 
pathological.  
 
(1999, 207) 
 
The female confessant’s inability or refusal to conform to an ‘appropriate’ model 
of self-hood is driven by a desire to explicitly disrupt and alter ‘normal’ modes of 
narrative identity. This failure to present a normative construction of selfhood 
constructs a variety of alternative selves often associated with the female gender: 
double selves, damaged selves and of course, ‘mad’ selves. 
 
As the discovery or recovery of self is typically ‘inspired by a personal 
crisis which acts as a catalyst’ (Felski 1989, 88), tensions arise in confession 
between women, their represented selves and the standards that declare them 
‘mad’ (Greene 1991, 65). This branding of the female confessant as either 
‘normal’ or ‘deviant’ reveals the constraints that hold the confession in place and 
enacts ‘the dualistic scripts of dominance and submission in private and public 
life’ (Ostriker 1986, 11). As the dominant construction of normality registers ‘the 
condition of marginality: nonexistence, invisibility, muteness, blurredness, 
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deformity’ (ibid., 3) each of these images can be understood ‘as a variation on the 
theme of a divided self, rooted in the authorized dualities of the culture’ (ibid., 
11).  
 
This idea of the double self or other self constantly pervades women’s 
confessional writing even when no split is explicitly mentioned by the 
confessional subject herself (ibid., 83). Confessions of testimony and witness, for 
example, (which often emerge in tales of rape, incest or abuse) often split the 
female confessant into a type of before and after or safe and scarred. This isolation 
from her self within the text separates the female confessant from the dominant 
culture and decentres her positioning in the text. This sense of alienation reflects 
the way in which traditional confessional modalities often seek to contain rather 
than emancipate women by dismantling their representation as a complete entity. 
As Felski explains, 
 
 it becomes clear that the act of confession cannot uncover a miraculously 
 intact subject, that there exists no innocent place outside the symbolic 
 order. The ‘self’ which women find will continue to be marked by 
 contradictions, schisms and tensions.   
 
(1989, 114–15) 
 
 
Although the act of confessing, therefore, promises the female confessant 
power and control through autonomy and self-definition, her empowerment in the 
text is implicated by the notion her personal truth(s), experiences and self-hoods 
act as ‘a mirror image or a reproduction of social authority’ (Avrahami 2003, 169). 
As Gilmore, clearly troubled by power hierarchy of the autobiographical pact 
explains, 
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Lejeune’s autobiography cops belong to a liberal state imaginary in which 
the police lack preventative and interdictive powers. One imagines them 
running credit checks rather than knocking on doors and demanding 
documentation, gathering and generating more paper as they track the facts 
to the truth. What do these inquiring minds want to know? What really 
happened. 
 
(1994, 73) 
 
Despite the recent movement of autobiographical studies ‘from discussions of 
authoritative voices from an established culture to an exploration of insistent 
voices determined to challenge the mainstream’ (Egan and Helms 2001, ix), the 
question ‘what really happened?’ rarely functions as an assertion of uncertainty or 
‘plea for more information’ (Gilmore 1994, 73). Read in the autobiographical 
context, the question is actually a challenge posed by the confessor who is 
authorized to value or devalue the ‘real’ and then confirm or contest and ‘what 
real-ly happened’. It is in this context of close scrutiny and suspicion that the 
female confessant and other ‘writing women and strange monsters’ (Sarton in 
Ostriker 1986, 8) continue to be read.  
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 Normal Deviance: The Clos(et)ed Space of Convention 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Still reprinted as a horror story, The Yellow Wallpaper is often accused of 
projecting ‘madness’ onto a familiar literary figure; a middle class wife and 
mother whose ‘nervous troubles are dreadfully depressing’ (Gilman 1892, 7). ‘I’m 
getting dreadfully fretful and querulous,’ the narrator confesses, ‘I cry at nothing, 
and cry most of the time’ (ibid., 9).  
 
 Reading Gilman’s narrator as ‘mad’ or ‘insane’ however, ignores 
subtextual indications that suggest her behaviour is not a type of lunacy but rather, 
‘a deliberate act of rebellion’ (Knight 2006, 73). In her afternote, Gilman herself 
explains how the text ‘was not intended to drive people crazy, but to save people 
from being driven crazy’ – ‘and it worked’ she adds (Gilman 1913, 20). ‘It has, to 
my knowledge saved one woman from a similar fate,’ Gilman writes, ‘so terrifying 
her family, that they let her out into normal activity and she recovered’ (ibid.) 
Given this direct connection between confinement and deviance, it seems the 
‘madness’ that affects Gilman’s narrator, results not from any hereditary condition 
It is the same woman, I know, for she is 
always creeping, and most women do not 
creep by daylight.  
 
 
—The Yellow Wallpaper
(Gilman 1892, 16) 
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or mistreatment but from her isolation from the natural world and her confinement 
within the domestic space.  
 
 An alternative reading, however, and one that aligns with the confession’s 
subversive powers, is that the narrator’s regression is an act of purposeful 
resistance, that is, ‘a cunning craziness’ or ‘militant, politicized madness’ by 
which the narrator is able to resist the interiorzation of authority’ (Feldstein in 
Knight 2006, 74). According to Beth Snyder, this resistance is possible because 
the bedroom space is constructed not only as a site ‘innocuously located within the 
house’s interior’ but as an internalised space that is ‘actively inner’ and ‘localized 
as the absolute antimony of all that is external to it’ (1999, 1). Unlike Slater’s 
protagonist Lauren, however, Gilman’s narrator cannot retire or rest to the 
bedroom space, because it is a place of volatility rather than refuge. She is 
imprisoned against her will, under the watchful gaze of the patriarchy, which 
manifests in the male characters – the narrator’s unnamed physician and her 
husband John, both of which deny the female voice by seeking to normalise and 
totalise the narrator’s behaviour.   
  
A colonial mansion, a hereditary estate, I would say a haunted house and 
reach the height of romantic felicity – but that would be asking too much of 
fate! 
 
Still I will proudly declare that there is something queer about it. Else, why 
should it be so cheaply? And why have stood so long untenanted?   
 
  John laughs at me, of course, but one expects that. 
 
(Gilman 1892, 3) 
 
 The obvious question that arises here is why, in fact, the narrator ‘expects 
that?’ Does John laugh warmly at his wife because she is genuinely funny? Or 
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does he snicker because she is, after all, ‘sick’ and therefore ‘silly’ for believing 
‘there is something strange about the house’? (ibid., 4) Despite the various 
attempts of Gilman scholars to clarify this ambiguity, the reader remains 
uncertain, and it is this unknowingness that undermines the normalcy criterion of 
self-narrative, ascribing the story its subversive qualities. When the narrator 
finally decides to dismantle the bedroom, for example, and begins to unpeel the 
‘horrid wallpaper’ (ibid., 7) she realises that ‘John is beginning to notice’ and does 
not ‘the look in his eyes’ (ibid., 16). In this scene, the bedroom upholds the 
hierarchy of the house, as the room is under constant surveillance by the male gaze 
and enclosed by a ‘system of locks, bars, bolts and shutters that seal the openings’ 
(Wigley in Dock 1996, 8). ‘I lie down ever so much now,’ the narrator confesses, 
‘John says it is good for me, and to sleep all I can. Indeed he started the habit by 
making me lie down for an hour after each meal’ (ibid., 13). 
 
 
 As Dock explains, ‘the bedroom’s exterior, its surface, and its outer system 
of locks, masks a hidden interior that presumably contains a mystery’ and ‘a 
dangerous one’ at that (Dock 1996, 10). The wallpaper that covers the room is the 
‘strangest yellow’ (ibid., 14), the bed ‘looks as if it had been through the wars’ 
(ibid., 8) and even the garden outside is full of ‘riotous old-fashioned flowers’ and 
‘gnarly trees’ (ibid., 7). This sense of mystery that generates in ordinary household 
objects tears both narrator and reader ‘between the desire to know and the fear of 
knowing’ (Dock 1996, 10). As Dock explains, 
 
 On one hand, the enigma of the bedroom invites curiosity and beckons us 
 towards discovery; on the other hand, its over-determined organization is 
 seated within a firm resolution to build up the bedroom, so what it hides 
 remains unrealized.  
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(ibid.) 
  
‘The great, immovable bed’ (ibid., 9), therefore, though a common object in the 
nineteenth century bedroom, represents in this narrative, the extraordinary, the 
odd, the inexplicable and the romantically extreme.  
 
 Dear John gathered me up in his arms, and just carried me upstairs and laid 
 me on the bed, and sat by me and read to me till it tired my head. He said I 
 was his darling and his comfort and all he had, and that I must take care of 
 myself for his sake, and keep well. 
 
(ibid., 10) 
 
 This mystery that surrounds husband and wife, is epitomised in the final scene 
when John, as the voyeuristic subject, ‘swaps places’ with the narrator, who is 
constructed as the fetishistic object. (Snyder 1999, 10). ‘I don’t want to get out,’ 
the she says, ‘and I don’t want to have anybody come in, till John comes. I want to 
astonish him’ (ibid., 18). This sense of surprise is evoked in the closing line when 
John ‘there is nothing left but the great bedstead’ and collapses by the door (ibid., 
17). 
  
 Now why should that man have fainted? But he did, and right across my 
 path by the wall, so that I had to creep over him every time! 
 
(ibid., 19) 
 
The inclusion of the words ‘every time’ suggest the narrator’s circling of the room 
is purposeful and ongoing. Paradoxically, the bedroom space becomes too intimate 
for John, because his wife exposes their secrets and he realises ‘there is nothing – 
and nowhere – to hide’ (Dock 1996, 12). As Snyder explains,  
  
 the narrator reveals, in turn, “all” that the bedroom hides, parading the 
 bedroom’s architectural charade as she circles its perimeter. Her insanity 
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 makes her a spectacle, but John is unable to see, unable to understand, and 
 cannot, finally, accept the threat of exposure. 
 
(1999, 11) 
 
In between these polarities of place and placelessness, the bedroom space turns on 
itself, literally unravelling the fabric of the patriarchy, which, in the end, is unable 
to contain its captive. Although the narrator tries desperately to ignore her 
creeping superstitions and ‘follow that pointless pattern to some sort of a 
conclusion’ (ibid., 9), she is unable to maintain ‘proper self-control’ (ibid., 4) and 
gives way to her ‘false and foolish’ fancies (ibid., 12). In the end, however, her 
actions are firm and decisive, especially when contrasted against the uncertainty 
and vagueness that plagues most of the narrative. As a result, both the narrator and 
the bedroom space she inhabits are transformed. Her obliteration of the wallpaper 
that once encircled her symbolises the external manifestation of her internal rage 
and epitomises her new-found power and control (Knight 2006, 75).  
 
 Like Gilman, Slater also constructs the bed as an imprisoning object, by 
situating the object firmly within and against the constraints of female 
confinement. While recovering in bed, for example, Lauren makes several 
discoveries about herself and the ‘strange and fitful illness’ that claims most of her 
days. Unlike Gilman’s narrator, however, Lauren is confined to various beds 
throughout the narrative, each of which is always placed in a clinical setting. In 
this space Lauren challenges normative constructions of self-hood, as she tells, 
from between the sheets, the ‘humiliating birth’ of her sexuality and her love of 
‘myths and proclivities toward deceit’ (Slater 2000, 220).  
  
 I lay there for a while in the monstrous bed. The sheets were made of 
 meringue: they crackled wherever I moved. I stopped moving. I closed my 
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 eyes. I knew, even before the doctor told us, that this was the worst seizure 
 I’d had so far.  
 
(ibid., 30) 
 
 This description of the bed as ‘monstrous’ attributes the object a kind of 
‘otherness’ that is central to the female confession and encapsulates the divided or 
‘mad’ self that is often presented for judgment in the confessional text. In Slater’s 
text, this idea of self as other is especially tied to sex; the most intimate moments 
of losing and finding self, when characters join together ‘so closely that the body 
parts of each become the body parts of the other’ (Doniger in Phillips 2004, 25).  
 
 Every three weeks we met in motels in Vermont. Our encounters were 
 seedy, our sex on synthetic carpets, polyester bedspreads, a Gideons Bible 
 in the nightstand drawer. Highway motels, the sounds of cars like ripping 
 silk, he held me… 
 
 This was so twisted, so wrong, so florid, I couldn’t refuse. Dr. Neu had 
 split my brain and now he, for sure, this Christopher was splitting my 
 torso, ripping me into two wet shreds, but while I felt split I also felt full, 
 held, bound by a touch irrevocable… 
 
 He began moving again, and his hand again, mythical we were, a single 
 roar of sound, alive, while cars ripped up the roadway. 
 
(ibid., 150) 
 
After sleeping with Christopher and knowing the ‘completeness of connection’ 
(ibid.), Lauren connects her bedroom life back to her mother, using it to lay bare 
the continued chaos, the family melodramas and her desire to please her parents.  
  
 That night, finally, [my mother] came to me. She stood over my bed for a 
 while, and she seemed entranced. Or maybe it was I who was entranced. 
 No, I think it was her, actually. She stood over me, her eyes roving me 
 from head to foot – this daughter of hers, this grand mal, this big 
 badness, and then, finally, she touched my head like it was hot.  
 
(ibid., 21) 
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In Lauren’s beds, as in Lauren’s life, we always find traces of illness, no matter 
how strong or faint. 
 
 Sometimes, if I had this daydream in bed, I would fall asleep before it was 
 finished. Other times I would get to the end only to start the story all over 
 again, only this time I had broken not only my bones, but many of my 
 organs too, and the doctor who spoke French had to work on me using 
 experimental cures. 
 
(ibid., 81) 
 
 
 Upon this powerful sensual base, Emin, like Slater, makes ‘a complex 
metaphysical statement about the connection between all beds in a human life, the 
cradle and the grave and the bridal bed, your bed and your parents’ bed, the car as 
bed, the tub as bed, each bed a synecdoche for all the others’ (Doniger in Phillips 
2004, 7). My Bed reminds its spectators that the bedroom space can indeed be a 
dangerous space for women; it is a place of isolation, illness, collapse and even 
death. As Cherry explains,  
 
 [Emin’s] bed became a stage for sexual abuse and rejection, distrust and 
 intimacy, fear and desire; it was encircled by speaking, screaming, 
 whispering, muttering – about love, sex, abortion, desertion, promiscuity. 
 The voices were conflicting, contradictory, varied in tone and emotional 
 rage, addressed as much to the speaker herself as to unseen figures from 
 the artist’s life who may or may have not been listening.  
 
(2002, 149) 
 
 
 Emin, (nicknamed by the press ‘Mad Tracey from Margate’) and often 
dismissed as an ‘erratic, overwrought, oversexed [and] impulsive woman’ 
(Townsend and Merck 2002, 11) uses her soiled bed, with its innumerable 
cigarette ends, dirty bandages and desiccated apple cores to trouble the ‘rules’ of 
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social decorum about the appropriate ‘activities and behaviours of a young 
woman’s quotidian life’ (Smith and Watson 2001b, 5). As Brown explains, 
 
 My Bed is not a place for rest, or for the joys of Eros. It is a place that 
 summons the old fears of contagion, stirring sensibilities into a frenzy 
 when faced with what they regard as moral insults, actual or imagined.   
 
(2006, 102) 
 
 
 Emin’s insistent, excessive self-referentiality implies compulsivity and 
obsession in the course of seeking relief from pain and capturing the essence or 
universality of self. Like Gilman’s narrator who pars away at the wallpaper, Emin 
pulls back the sheets of her rumpled bed, in a search to uncover a self that may or 
may not be recoverable. It is the search, however, that undermines the principle of 
normality by ‘deconstructing dominant male patterns of thought and social 
practice; and reconstructing female experience previously hidden or overlooked’ 
(Greene and Kahn in Dock 1996, 52). Emin’s process of valuing and devaluing 
herself in her art is similar to the female confessant who uses language to centre 
and decentre herself in text. This task of evoking self-discovery through careful 
mediation and reflection is tribute to the endless possibilities of self-making 
through self-narrating. But one expects that in women’s confession. 
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The Art of Naming: ‘The problem that has no name.’ 
 
 
  
 When Friedan first wrote of ‘the problem that has no name’ she may have 
meant that being a ‘suburban housewife…the dream image of the young American 
woman, and the envy, it was said, of women all of the world’ (1963, par. 8) failed 
to provide the fulfilling life for which many women, almost without knowing it, 
yearned (Giddens 1991, 216). ‘The problem lay buried, unspoken, for many 
years,’ she explained, ‘it was a strange stirring, a sense of dissatisfaction, a 
yearning that women suffered’ (Friedan 1963, par. 1).  
  
 As she made the beds, shopped for groceries, matched slipcover material, 
 ate peanut butter with her children, chauffeured Cub Scouts and 
 Brownies, lay beside her husband at night – she was afraid to ask even of 
 herself the silent question – “Is this all?”  
 
(ibid.) 
 
In her own attempt to name this problem, Adrienne Rich moved from sources in 
the external world to something much closer, describing woman as afraid ‘not so 
much of prison guards or bosses, but of something unnamed within her’ (1979, 
191). This unnamed problem inspired the production of I found the hole, a 
confession about my own struggles against the inheritance of the past.   
Even outside, the hole popped up on the 
driveway like a puddle I couldn’t
 walk over or around. 
 
 
—I found the hole on the first day of December
(Cantrell 2008, 82) 
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As the confession preserves the past by recording it, the initial task of 
moving from ‘unknowingness’ to ‘knowing’ and breaking free from the 
constraints of the past and ‘the women who raised me’ was not easy. As the 
confessional strand(s) unfolded, it became apparent the piece was ‘neither fiction 
nor non-fiction, but a transformative process of naming what is happening’ 
(Watson 1993, 72). As the ‘I’ of the confession journeyed inwards in a movement 
towards encounters with past selves, the process of writing oscillated backwards 
and forwards between past and present, blurring the boundaries of here and there, 
and now and then.  
 
In inscribing this changing sense of self into the fabric of the confession, 
the story became ‘a living woven thread, moving generationally though many 
lives’ (ibid., 72), challenging traditional notions of the author’s intentions and my 
own awareness of self. Essentially, writing and unwriting about the bed became a 
rewriting of the past; one that challenged the conventions of self-representation by 
threatening the ‘uniqueness’ of an individual’s life and hurling the self back into a 
world constituted by the discourse of others’ (Regard 2002, 6). While it is obvious, 
for example, that the narrator in I found the hole is clearly preoccupied with own 
absence, it is also clear this lack is representative of a common problem many 
women encounter in their attempt to define a unique entity, ‘the whole is a part of 
me but apart from me, it is mine but not mine alone’.  
 
In this way, the hole operates metaphorically as a symbol of the past and 
the domestic circle that has often contained women, ‘the nets, webs, cages, bonds, 
and traps’ that Gayle Greene describes as ‘endless and go round and round’ (1991, 
59). More specifically, the hole represents the narrator’s attempt to give voice to 
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those subtle unnamed things, such as her worries ‘about falling, about sinking 
right through’. As she is clearly distressed by the ‘seamless fabric’ and ‘plain 
walls’, her preoccupation with the obscure matter of domestic life constructs a 
fragmented and ‘unstable’ account of self. 
 
 
The employment of the bed to achieve the subversive nature of this account 
was a purposeful attempt to locate the story in a space where I could bear witness to 
and against myself, investigating my faults, temptations and struggles. Accordingly, 
I found the hole, functions essentially as an ‘in-house confessional’ that is, ‘a private 
space of self-scrutiny’, where I employ metaphorical, abstracted language to write 
my self and simultaneously record and break the governing rules of gender and self-
representation (Guenther 2006, 87). 
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Always, Woman:  
From Apology to Affirmation 
 
 
 
 
 
 As the confession remains ‘thoroughly imbued with relations of power’ 
(Foucault 1990, 60) and the confessional gender remains, to many, ‘the same thing 
as a confessional genre’ (Guenther 2006, 89), the female confessant must 
constantly design and inscribe new strategies of resistance in the public voicing of 
her life. As women continue to confess in the public sphere, the self-image of the 
female confessant has changed from one of quiet uneasiness to self-revealing 
assertion and validation, and as a result, fewer women are prefacing their 
confessions with an apology or justification for telling. It seems the woman writer, 
as Woolf prophesised, is no longer bitter: ‘She is no longer angry. She is no longer 
pleading and protesting as she writes’ (1979, 48). Despite this change of attitude – 
‘the great change that has crept into women’s writing’ (ibid.) – there remain 
multiple barriers and hurdles for women’s confessional writing, many of which are 
still hidden or unseen. In light of postmodern challenges to the reliability and 
authenticity of language, for example, a key obstacle is, at present, how the female 
confessant can locate herself in a safe space for representation, using a language 
which itself is ‘elusive, non-referential and slippery’ (Gill 2006, 7). 
I was born so far from my beginnings. 
I follow the bed of the blood. 
My distant blood, my foreigner, 
what a way we have come. 
 
 
—Albums and Legends 
 
(Cixous 1997, 179) 
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 Given then, that ‘the obligation to confess is now relayed through so many 
different points’ (Foucault 1990, 60) the female confessant’s quest for self-
construction is essentially a quest to write her self in spheres of gender and genre 
and locate her self in feminism as a whole. Clearly related to the feminist model of 
consciousness-raising, therefore, the female confession is a critical part of the 
process of self-definition. Women’s bed(room) confessions, in particular, are a site 
of constant struggle and resistance for the female confessant who engages with a 
reverse discourse of insistence in the telling and writing of herself. Paradoxically, 
it is in this domestic space where women have long been captive and confined, 
that the female confessant is able to inscribe opposing strategies in her confession, 
and in doing so, develop an effective taxonomy for dismantling the gender and 
genre modalities that seek to contain her. This task of telling – all, or some, or not 
much at all – is central to the confession’s function, and when expressed through 
the continuous process of writing and rewriting, functions subversively as an 
unwriting that projects and affirms a transformed self for the future. 
 
 In ‘talking up’ and ‘writing back’ the confessant reclaims her power to 
challenge confessional conventions, by presenting a version of truth, privacy and 
normality that aligns with her own construction rather than any set model or 
template. This playfulness, now fully apparent in the confessional memoir and 
sexual confession, positions the female confessant as an authoritative producer and 
interpreter of her own experiences; able to undermine what is regarded as a ‘real’ 
or ‘readable’ narrative. Since women have always been expected to lie with their 
bodies, to keep their personal lives private and to display ‘normal’ accounts of 
self-hood, their resistance of the traditional forms and functions of self-narrative 
continue to unravel the worn, and perhaps ragged fabric of gender and genre. 
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 Always accused of ‘walking a fine line between self-affirmation and self-
preoccupation’ however, ‘between critical insight and obsessive self-castigation’ 
(Smith and Watson 1998, 114) the female confessant is still accused of narcissism 
and exploiting the public’s predilection for voyeurism. As her self-representation 
always involves a staging, ‘a theatricalization and performance’ of self (Gammel 
1995, 161), this act is still read problematically as ‘a passive, unfiltered 
outpouring of emotions’ (ibid., 162). In various media and literary representations, 
for example, the female confessant is still positioned in text, and in life, as ‘just 
another female diarist’ (Guenther 2006, 85). As her confession often implies an 
unspoken or unwritten purpose of discovering or recovering a buried self, her 
deliberate ‘speaking out’ or ‘telling all’ is not a vehicle for achieving an ‘illusory 
sense of liberation’ but rather, a tool that ‘allows women to poke holes in, to 
disrupt and caricature’ official discourses of gender and genre (Gammel 1995, 
161). 
 
 
 In light of these continued readings (and misreadings), where then does 
women’s confession turn? As the domestic space continues to disintegrate and be 
disrupted, how will confessions told in, on or about the bed, as the nucleus of the 
bedroom space, continue to present themselves as ‘real’ and ‘readable’? Perhaps, 
as Gill suggests, the female confession will turn to ‘its own failure to confess’ – a 
failure no longer caused by a sense of personal failing or individual unworthiness 
– ‘but because the practice itself, as conventionally perceived, seems inadequate 
and in radical need of revision’ (2006, 8). 
 
  Indeed, the possibility women now face in the voicing of stifled and 
silenced stories is of ‘a confession made via a process of relentless self-unmasking 
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which might yet be not the truth but a self-serving fiction’ (Coetzee 1992, 280). As 
Coetzee explains, ‘the unexamined, unexaminable principle’ driving the 
confession ‘may not be not a desire for the truth but a desire to be a particular 
way’ (ibid., 280). Whether we are, in fact, ‘beyond all questions of sincerity’ 
(ibid.) remains debatable, but the posing of the question itself indicates a growing 
trend towards the use of fictional strategies and devices in autobiography. This 
blurring of the boundaries between fact and fiction, and reality and fantasy, 
continues to undermine the traditional forms and functions of the confessional text 
and legitimise the confessant’s attempt to ‘write back’ from a domestic space often 
associated with female confinement. Indeed, many women writers are choosing to 
make this bed, and to lie in it too.  
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A Retraction: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I DO NOT APOLOGISE. 
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